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OBITUARY
 

Dr. Rajendra Nath Mukerji, a freedom fighter, a philosopher and a professor of 

philosophy left his non-eternal body on 16.07.2005. Nine months after his death, 

his wife Smt. Pratima Mukerji also died. 

Born on 16.6.1925 Dr. Mukerji was a resident of Bhelupura, Varanasi, U.P. His 

father Raibahadur Manmotha Nath Mukerji was a surgeon and family Doctor of 

the Ruler ofNarsinghgarh State of Madhya Pradesh under British India. 

Dr.Mukerji was a versatile genius and was a very popular teacher and researcher in 

his teaching life in the Department of Philosophy and Religion, Banaras Hindu 

University, Varanasi. His students are working in the capacity of Readers and 

Professors all over the India and abroad. 

After retirement, he was very serious to complete a scholarly monograph on the 

Brahmasutra in the light of commentaries and the glosses like Citsukhi which he 

wanted to complete before death, the date, month and year of which were clearly 

known to him. 

In 60's, he started a center for studies of Art and Life and edited a Journal 

on the Life and Art the publication of which continued up to the early half of 80's. 

He has more than forty research papers publishedto his credit. Most of them were 

related to philosophy of Art, Aesthetics, and Philosophy of Science and Vedanta. 

His paper on Future oflndian philosophy presented and published later on in the 

proceeding of the National seminar in the year 2000 held at Thiruvanantapuram 

College was highly appreciated by the scholars. In the year 1999, he told Professor 

D.N.Tiwari, his son in law that he had to send his unpublished research papers to 

Professor Daya Krishna for publication.After communication from Professor Daya 

Krishna, he was so fervent that he sent his paper entitled 'Ontological Argument 

and Indian Religious Thinking' which was published in J ICPR, Vol. XVIlJ, No.3, 

200I,pp.185·191, commented on 'Metaphysics of Unobservable in Metaphysics' 
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by Saurabha Sanatani, which was published' in JICPR, Vol. XX, No.2, 2002, pp. 

173-183, and a research paper entitled 'Russell on Negation JfCPR. Vol. XX. No.2. 

2093,pp. 113-127. He was ready with second instalment on' Russell on Negation'. 

Professor Dayakrishna highly applauded his brilliance and originality of his papers. 

TiII death, except one month he was in hospital in a state of coma, he was 

seriously involved in writing research papers for HCPR. 

He visited U.S.A. in 1998 and delivered three lectures in New Jercy on 

philosophy of Art and Architecture of the temples in India. Dr. Mukerj i was a saint 

by nature and was utterly detached from the mundane mentality. He believed a life 

that is rational and good. The loss of such a distinguished personality will never be 

compensated. The sad demise of such a phi losopher saint has aggrieved the work ing 

researchers and teachers of philosophy in India. Let us dedicate ourselves to the 

ideal of Dr. Mukerji to better philosophy and life and. thus. to show him the right 

tribute. 

Professor Dilip Kumar Mohantu 
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GOPAl CHANDRA KHAN 

Hundreds of years ago an unknown poet brooding over problems which every man 

in his life-time must face created one of the most eloquent dialogues between man 

and God. This dialogue, known as The Book ofJob, eventually found a place of 

honour in the Old Testament as an inspired writing. In the dialogue the poet creates 

a story of punishment and reward, and thereupon constructs a philosophic debate 

on the meaning of suffering and the mystery of good and evil. Why so much pain 

exists in a world created by an all-wise and all-merciful God? How is it that the 

wicked seem so often to prosper while the pious live in misery and die in squalor? 

Is there no divine reward for goodness in the world, no punishment for evil? These 

are the poet's themes. 

The story opens simply. "There was a man in the land of Uz whose name 

was Job; and that man was perfect and upright, and one that feared God, and es

chewed evil" (Job. 1.1.). But captan, doubting the goodness of Job. suggests to the 

lord that if Job were shorn of all his possessions, he would "curse thee to thy 

face"(I:Il). To prove Job's worth, God allows Satan to put him to the test. Soon 

afterwards Job receives the astounding news that "the fire of God is fallen from 

Heaven" (1: l6) - all his sheep have been struck by lightening, all his camels have 

been slaughtered by enemies, and all his children have been killed by a great wind 

from the wilderness. Job laments bitterly but continues to bless the name of the 

Lord. "Naked came lout of my mother's womb, and naked shalll return thither; 

the lord gave and the lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord" 

(I :21). In all this job sins not nor does he charge God fool ish Iy. Sti II the Satan 

persists, "Touch his bone and his flesh", he says to the lord, "and he will curse 

thee to thy face" (2: 15). Job's trial is continued. He is afflicted with "sore boils 

from the sole of his foot upto his crown"(2:7). His distraught wife urges him to 

curse the name of the Lord, but he rebukes her gently and refuses. 
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8 (JOPAL CHANDRA KHAN 

Here comes three of Job's friends - Eliphaz, Bildad and Zopher to com

miserate with him. They, however, cannot believe that Job is not guilty of some 

sin, for they think that there is a connection under divine ordinance between virtue 

and happiness, and between vice or sin and suffering. One after another they argue 

that job must be deficient in piety, because his afflictions are divine punishment 

for sin. "It could not happen", says Bildad, "if thou wert pure and upright" (8:6), 

for "God will not cast away a perfect man, neither will he help evil-doers" (8:20). 

Job denied this and gives way to bitter lamentations. Bereft of his worldly goods, 

covered with sores from head to foot, and being accused of a sinner by his friends, 

Job in a fury denounces the day he was born and the night he was conceived. He 

describes the passage of his days as "swifter than a weaver's shuttle" (7:6), and 

stresses the emptiness ofhis Iife asking, "Is there any taste in the white of an egg?" 

(6:6). His is the eternal question of a man tried beyond endurance - "Why was I 

born')" (2: 11). Thus while Satan wants Job to curse the Lord. Job. on the other 

hand, starts growing philosophical. He raises questions about the meaning of life 

and death. He even wishes he could stand face to face before the Lord, give an 

account of himself, and ask for justice - "Surely I would speak to the Almighty, and 

I desire to reason with God", "1 would order my cause before him, and fill my 

mouth with arguments." (23 :3-4) 

At this point of time Elihu, younger than the three friends, joins them and 

makes his own submission with great fervour. He chides job for doubting that God 

isjust in his ways, as well as for thinking that man can comprehend his unsearchable 

wisdom. Astonished at the ferour of Elihu, neither job nor anyone of the three 

friends makes answer, but neither are they convinced by him. 

As Elihu concludes the sky begins to darken, then a whirlwind turns the 

sky to a terrible brightness and the whirlwind becomes a voice." Who is this that 

darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge. Gird up thy loins like a man; for 

I will demand of thee, and answers thou me. Where was thou when I laid the 

foundation of the Earth?" (38:2-4). The voice thunders on.fi II ing the little knot of 

men with an overpowering sense of their ignorance. They have been trying to 
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fathom the, mystery of pain and suffering, but what do they know ~od's'cred- / 

tion? How can his friends pronounce a judgement on Job, when they can not ex

plain the mystery of the origins of the Earth? 

The Lord also rebukes Job for the folly of imagining that he could fathom 

his mysteries; nevertheless he finds Job's honest questioning more pleasing than 

the servile adoration ofthe counselors, who imagine they glorify God by claiming 

to observe the pattern of divine judgement from the facts of human Iife, In the end 

Job is rewarded for his unflinching faith. 

The Book ofJob of whose summary we have just given was written at a 

time when no easy distinction could be drawn between religion, theology and phi

losophy, and within philosophy, between dogmatism and criticism. However, the 

elements of these different kinds of understanding are there in The Book ofJob, 

and a tension between philosophy and theology almost surfaced, though in the 

end, philosophy is silenced by religion. In the Book, Job's is the voice of critical 

philosophy, his three friends, namely, Bildad, Eliphaz and Zopher are dogmatists, 

Elihu's is the voice of theology, and God Himselfexplains the essence of religion 

that contains a personalistic information of God such as we have in the religion of 

the Israelis, the religion of the Christians and the religion of the Mohammedans, 

for example. Let us discuss. 

In the first place, a good man as Job is, he is yet an ordinary mortal, a man 

of flesh and blood, of both reason and senses, and not such a holy being as can 

receive both worldly pleasures mid worldly pains with equal indifference. For him 

both virtue and worldly pleasures are desirable. He is sure that he has not deviated 

from the path of virtue, and yet "the fire ofGod' is fallen on him. He laments over 

his unexpected misfortunes and writhes in pain. He questions the meaning of life 

and death. Initially, of course, Job had no philosophical question. He was a God

fearing man, and he simply presumed that God is good and benevolent. Faith in 

God and obedience to duties enjoyed upon man by God are the causes of peace, 

prosperity and happiness in his life. But being struck with calamities he gets bewil

dered, for he does not any longer find any connection between being virtuous and 
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10 GOPAL CHANDRA KHAN 

being happy. But is man born for pleasures and pains alone? Are pleasures and 

pains the only values and disvalues of life? Is not man a self-conscious, rational 

being? Has not he got to realize the meaning of his life, his own self? As the 

Samkhya system of philosophy pronounces that in so far as a man is struck by 

three different kinds of pain he may be awaken from his slumber and prompted to 

enquire into the secrets of the world and life-in-the-world. Tagore says that his 

own life is like an incense stick which requires to be burnt to get fragrance around. 

It is not absol utely necessary that virtue and pain do not go together in the life of a 

man. Job does not subscribe to any such theory as salvation through sufferings, but 

he sincerely believes that God is the giver of both pleasures and pains of life, and 

he should accept whatever comes his way. And yet he Iikes to argue why a virtuous 

man like him should be subjected to terrible miseries of life. In the midst of all his 

sufferings he has taken a great leap, from pre-reflective Iife he has switched over 

to reflective life, though, of course, philosophically speaking he does not offer any 

real answer to the question he himself raises. However, the question has been raised, 

and there lies philosophy. 

Three of Job's friends, EJiphaz, Bildad and Zopher, stand for dogmatic 

thinking. They give a dogmatic answer to Job's philosophical question. They simply 

presume that God gives pleasures to those who are pious and sufferings to those 

who lack in piety. Therefore, according to their mind, Job must be lacking in piety 

for he has been subjected to unthinkable suferings. These friends of Job do not 

find counter-examples of their simple theory because they are unwill ing to con

sider them as counter-examples. Such is the force of their dogmatic belief in the 

truth of their theory that virtue accompanies happiness and vice accompanies pain 

in this very life. But Job is prepared to critically assess the meaning of the situa

tions. He looks inside and is sure that he is not lacking in virtue, that he has not 

committed sinful acts. He also looks around and finds that there are numerous 

examples of good and pious men suffering misfortunes and great pains, and devils 

enjoying the pleasures of life. Therefore, he wonders if there is a real connection 

between virtue and happiness. Since Job subscribes to the theory that God is the 

absolute authority, the creator of the world and man's life-in-the-world, that the 
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laws regulating man's conduct, or what we call moral laws, are 'vine comma~/ 

merits, that God is infinitely just and that Hecares for men's well-b . g and happi

ness towards which end the moral laws are prescribe, he draws the further conclu

sion tht there is a connection between virtue and happiness, and between vice and 

pain. But since the examples gives before him and his own personal situations 

seem to say otherwise, he grows skeptical about the truth of the theory. 

As we have said earlier, Elihu's is the voice oftheology. Unlike philosophy 

theology is invariably related to a particular religion. It explains the logic of belief 

or the logic of faith of a particular religion. Thus we talk of Christian theology, 

Mohammedan theology, and so on. In Elihu's case it is the religion of the Old 

Testament, the New Testament and the Quran being its two different interpreta

tions. All these three are Prophet-based or Book-basked religions. According to a 

Prophet-based religion, excepting the prophet no ordinary human mortal has any 

comprehension of divine mystery. God speaks to the Prophet, and the Prophet 

explains to the people the messages sent down to people by God. These messages 

include God's commandments or the Holy laws. The Holy Laws are outside the 

purview of philosophical deliberations. To be a religious man or to be good man 

one must follow the Holy Laws or else he stands condemned by God. Elihy's point 

ofview as a theologian may best be illustrated by the following oft-quoted passage 

from the Mohammedan theologian, AI-Ghazali : 

Let us imagine a child and a grown-up
 

in Heaven who both died in the True-faith,
 

but the grown-up has a higher place than
 

the child. And the child will ask God, "Why
 

did you give that man a higher place?" And
 

God will answer, "He has done many good works".
 

Then the child will say, "Why did you let me
 

die so soon so that I was prevented from doing
 

good?". God will answer, "I knew that you
 

would grow up a sinner, therefore it was
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12 CiOI'AL CHANDRA KHAN 

better that you should diea child." Then
 

a cry goes up from the damned in the depths
 

of heI, "Why, 0 Lord, did you not let
 

us die before we became sinners?"
 

Ghazali adds to this: "The imponderable decisions of God cannot be weighed by 

the scales of reason and Mutazilisrn". (Quoted by Simon van Den Bergh in his 

Introduction to the English translation of Ibn Rushd's work, The Incoherence of 

Inchoerence (Tahafut Al-Tahafut, our, 1954, p.x). 

Finally God explains what the essence of religion is. As God says, a man 

needs be good; he needs virtue. To be virtuous is to have faith in the absolute 

authority of the Lord and inviolability of the Holy Laws or the Divine Command

ments. A man who thus lives in Faith both in agreeable and in adverse situations or 

life deserves God's reward. The infinitely wise Lord knows best whom to reward 

and whom to punish, when to reward and when to punish. Nobody can question 

God's wisdom, for none can fathom his mystery. 'Lord, thy wilt be served' - is the 

final submission of the religious heart. 

As we thus see. The Book of.lob is religiously conclusive but philosophi

cally inconclusive. One possible reason why Job could not progress further in his 

philosophical enterprise is that Israelis had no adequate notion of life after death, 

nor they ever raised the question - Who am r ? As Immanuel Kant much later said, 

there are four fundamental questions of philosophy, and they are: (I) What may I 

know? (II) What ought I to do ? (III) What may I hope for? and (IV) Who am I? he 

buiIt up his philosophical system around these four questions of philosophy.'and to 

our judgement, the question of the relation between virtue and happiness is best 

treated in his system, let us see. 

For Kant, the question of the relation between virtue and happiness is 

primari Iya moral question, and in so far as morality is the ground for the possibiIit) 

of, and the gateway to, religion. it is also secondarily a question of religion. 

Religionists may, of course, claim that morality based on reason alone has no real 

blood in its veins, it is only God-fear that infuses real blood in the veins of moral 
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imperatives. Kant, on the other hand, would argue that we have n& theoretical ;' 

means of knowing that God exists, and if we are not sure' of God's existence, how 

can God-fear be effective in our psyche? However, in so far as we experience 

moral conscience we feel sure that God exists, and the awe and inspiration of 

moral experience get transformed into God-fear, Thus the prophet that speaks of 
I 

God's authority and God's commandments to us is nothing other than the moral 

reason that gives sense to our moral intuitions. And moral reason is something that 

is equally possessed by all human persons. Obviously, the question of the connec

tion between virtue and happiness should be judged in the moral perspective. 

The Critique ofPractical Reason (J 785) and the somewhat earlier Funda

mental Principles ofthe Metaphysics ofMorals (1785) contain Kant's description 

of the essential characteristics ofmorality and its account of the inferences to God, 

freedom and immortality. The basis of Kant's theory of morality is man's moral 

experience. Kant describes this experience as an immediate intuition of the value 

and importance of moral goodness, as a spontaneous feeling of respect for the 

moral law, and an innate sense of duty. Reason interprets man's innate sense of 

duty as an obligation to obey the moral law, and, thereby, the immediate moral 

intuition is turned into moral experience. In describing the moral law, Kant gives it 

two distinct but complementary formulations. The first is the law of impartial jus

tice: "Act only on that maxim (or principle fo conduct) whereby thou canst at the 

same time will that it shall become a universal law". The second formulation de

fines the law's social setting: "So act as to treat humanity, whether in thy own 

person or in that ofany other, in every case as an end withal, never as means only." 

These formulae lead to the important concept of men as citizens of Kingdom of 

Ends", that is, a union of rational beings each of whom is a free and responsible 

moral agent, yet all subject to the moral law. 

The moral law, as Kant formulates, possesses four characteristics. (I) It is 

distinguished from the law of nature in defining what ought to be, not what is. The 

voice ofduty, accordingly, is a "categorical imperative" which men cannot ignore. 

Philosophy (lnd the Life-world 0 Vol. 9 02007 
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(2) It is dictated to each individual by his own moral reason. Thus man, as a moral 

agent, is autonomous and his reason is self-legislative. (3) Since the moral law is 

the law of reason it is universally binding upon all rational beings alike, finite and 

infinite. It is the same law for all men because the normal faculty is, in essence 

(though not in strength), the same in all, and it is God's law because He is a right

eous God (4) The mora I law can only be known a priori and cannot be derived 

from experience. 

The prime condition of moral obi igation is freedom to act in accordance 

with its requirement. Now, man, regarded merely as a physical being is subject to 

the mechan ical laws of nature. As part of the phenomenal world, therefore, he is 

not free. However, speculative reason conceives of a possible noumenal world 

underlying the phenomenal wold as a non-spatial land non-temporal ground, and 

suggests that man may the possessed of a dual nature, "sensible" and "intelligi

ble"), thus enabling him to participate in both realms and to achieve "intelligible" 

freedom while still subject to "sensible" determinations. What speculative reason 

could only advance merely as an hypothesis practical reason now asserts to be 

morally certain. Ifmoral obligation is not illusory but supremely real and signifi

cant, and obligation implies faith which is possible only if man is more than :1 

merely phenomenal being, then there must be a noumenal being and he must pos

sess a noumenal nature by virtue of wh ich he is free. Freedom is the ratio essend i 

of the obligation to obey the moral law, our respect for and duty towards the moral 

law, in turn, is the ratio cognoscendi of freedom. 

Kant next bases upon the moral experience two further inferences which 

are developed in the doctrine of the Summum Bonum. The Summum Bonum is the 

morally rational ideal of the complete and perfect goal of human life. Its two ingre

dients are virtue, that is, moral worth attained by obedience to the moral law, and 

happiness exactly proportioned to virtue. The observation of the state of affairs on 

earth, however. at once reveals a difficulty. Virtue does not invariably bring: with in 

this life, a proportionate quota of happiness. So far as the present life is concerned, 
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GOPAl CHANDRA KHAN 

as Kant observes, the connection between virtue and happiness sin 

But, thereby to have to believe that the moral law is false it would be the greatest of 

calamity that could overtake us. It is by virtue of the 'moral law within'that man 

stands as man, as an independent reality, or else he is so tiny and insignificant an 

element of nature. As an element of nature, or a prt of the phenomenal world, man 

is not free but is subject to mechanical determination. Nature's laws are inexorably 

necessary, and no element of it has any creativity. Nature in its totality is a collec

tion of matter and energy, which is absolutely fixed forever. Its laws, i.e., laws of 

extension and laws of motion, only govern change in forms of existences and 

displacements of existents, but do not ensure either gain or loss. The 'within? of 

man's life, on the other hand, is autonomous. As a moral agent working 'within' 

man can determine his conduct by the laws of his own making, and thereby, can 

either gain or lose moral virtue. The moral law proposes a reward of happiness 

proportioned to virtue. But there is no guarantee that the reward will be available 

in the present life. Therefore, the law commands that the moral being obeys the 

moral law without any thought of reward. However, the promise made by the law 

does not go in vain either. The law implies that man's soul is immortal. The irn

mortal soul has, besides the present life, many more lives to live, in this earth or in 

some other earth. And he is destined to achieve the Summum Bonum proposed by 

the moral law in the long run. Thus the unavailability of happiness proportioned to 

virtue in the present life is no disappointment; it is doubly compensated, as it cre

ates Hope and ensures Immortality. It also ensures that the Supreme Authority or 

the Lord is a moral being. He creates such a world as is governed by moral order 

and is hospitable to man's moral aspirations. Thus the connection between virtue 

and happiness is an article of moral faith which relieves man of his natural little

ness and gets him to the truly big. As the seers of the Upanishads declare ndlpe 

sukham asti, bhiimaiva sukham. Virtue is connected, not so immediately to mun

dane pleasures, but to the happiness of overcoming littleness and getting big. 
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SECULARISM, SCIENTIFIC TEMPER, AND RATIONALITY IN
 

NEHRU, AND THE IDEAL OF GLOBAL PEACE.
 

G. C. NAYAK 

In this paper, I am going to examine the implications of certain key-concepts in 

Nehru's thought and see if these ideas could be helpful in some way forthe realiza

tion ofthe.. ideal of global peace in the present day world. Nehru, as is well known, 

was a multi-dimensional personality and had significant contributions to make not 

only in the political field but also in the world of thought. Amongst his numerous 

contributions, he is well known for his advocacy of scientific temper. He was cer

tainly not a machine, but possessed a loving heart alongside a highly rational mind 

emphazing the necessity ofdeveloping a scientific attitude in almost all matters of 

Importance. His typical views on secularism, Indian culture, radicalism etc. were 

guided and influenced by a rational and critical attitude, wh ich is the very essence 

of scientific temper. He was against dogmas, superstitions, and blind belief of all 

sorts, while he advocated an open-minded approach to problems. With all his love 

for Gandhi and Gandhian thought, he never tired of differing from and criticising 

some or the Gandhian principles; for such an open-minded approach towards even 

his mentor, he was highly appreciated by the Mahatma himself who also, in his 

turn, seemed to have an open mind in this respect. And yet Nehru was at times 

moved by the deepest and the finest of feelings that made him go beyond mere 

rationality. And that, according to me, made him more lovable as a man. In his own 

way. 

Let us first ofall take for examination Nehru's approach to secularism, and 

see to what extent it could be regarded as scientific. 'Secularism' is a tern which 

has aroused a lot or controversy and confusion among scholars because of us di

verse imp Iications and different meanings attached to the tern in different con

texts. The tern 'secular' has been used primarily in a sense opposed to 'religious', 

'other worldly', 'spiritual' and 'sacred'. It has been taken to mean not only some 

thing "non-spiritual, having no concern with religious or spiritual matters"(I), but 
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also "a movement, intentionally ethical, negatively religious~th~olitiClil and 

philosophical antecedents"(2). It has also been taken to be "an atteniptte-establish 

an autonomous sphere of knowledge purged of supernatural, fideistic presupposi

tions" (3). From this point ofview certain point ofcontact between secularism and 

scientific temper Is quite discernible, "The true secularism has been taken to refer 

to a system of belief or an attitude which in principle denies the existence or the 

significance of realities other than those» which can be measured by the methods 

of natural sc 1ence"(4) Scientific temper stands for an attitude of mind that does 

not take into account any thing other than chat which Is conducive to the search of 

knowledge. As early as 1933. Nehru had spoken of his preference for scientific 

approach in these words: "Personally" have no faith in or use for the ways of 

magic and religion, I can only consider the question on scientific grounds"(S). In a 

letter to his daughter in the same year, he wrote "Science has a very different: way 

of looking at things. It takes nothing for granted and has, or ought to have, no 

dogmas. It seeks to encourage an open mind to reach truth by repeated experiment 

This outlook Is obviously very different from the religious outlook, and lC Is not 

surprising that there was a frequent conflict between thetwo"(6). In Mysticism 

and Logic Russell remarked, "The scientific attitude of mind involves a sweeping 

away of all other desires in the interests of the desires to know"(7). "The kernel of 

the scientific outlook", according to him, is "the refusal to regard our own desires. 

Castes and interests as affording a key to the understanding of the world"(8). Reli

gion, is so far as it promotes an anthropomorphic' way of looking at things and in 

so far as it takes into account the longings and the yearnings of our heart, seems to 

be unscientific, at least non-scientific, and secularism. In so far as it revolts against 

or deliberately dissociates itself from religion may be regarded as scientific in its 

temper. Religion and secularism, If not antagonistic to each other, would in that 

case be regarded as two different approaches in no way concerned with each other. 

But this Is not all that Is there to It. Secularism has also been taken as "a 

materialistic and rationalistic movement"(9) and as an "atheistic and materialistic 

movement"( I0). This approach towards secularism may be taken in acrude, unso
phisticated sense, and secularism in that case may also be unscientific. Material-
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ism, atheism, or even rationalism in Its crude Variety could be unscientific to the 

extent to which they lay stress on metaphysical dogma at the cost ofgenuine search 

for knowledge or truth, and if secularism Identifies itself with any such outlook it 

can also be unscientific in Its temper. I do not think however, that one with a 

secular outlook must be an atheist or materialist in this crude sense; one may sim

ply have no concern for religion or spiritual matters. 

There is a further problem here. Supposing that religious or spiritual mat

ters need to be properly understood in the course of our search for knowledge or 

truth, supposing that they are really matters ofImportance in our search for knowl

edge of the world as a whole. It may so transpire that by ignoring these matters our 

genuine search for knowledge would be vitiated or misguided to that extent. At 

least a religious person would think it to be so and that is why the term 'secular' is 

used in a pejorative sense in the religious circle. Ifrel igion is ignored, or if there is 

a deliberately anti-religious trend associated with secularism. Is It not itselfunsci

entific? Are we doing justice to all aspects of life if in our search for truth or 

knowledge we ignore one of the most vital aspects, viz. the rei igious one? In the 

words ofTillich, "religion opens up the depth of man's spiritual life which Is usu

ally covered by the dust of our dally life and noise of our secular work. It gives us 

the experience of the Holy. of something, which is untouchable, awe-inspiring, an 

ultimate meaning, and the source ofu Itimate courage. This is the glory ofwhat we 

call rei igion "(11), Here one should be very careful. A secular man, though not him
• 

self-religious, need not ignore religion altogether. He may be a respector ofdifferent 

religions and may try to understand them, try to see different forms of religious life 

with a detached look. On the other hand. even If he in his own private life sub

scribes to one of the various religious forms, he may. in so far as he has a secular 

outlook, develop respect for the other forms and have a detached and impartial 

outlook towards all religions. In that case, can we blame him to be unscientific? He 

may study different forms of religion with a scientific temper, and a secular man 

1n that sense need not be unscientific. Though not subscribing to any religious 

faith personally, Nehru, with his scientific temper, advocated a form of secularism 

that "does not mean irreligious", "It means," according to him," equal respect for 
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all faiths and equal opportunities for those who profess any faith"(/ :-.... \ .. ') ~ 

Now coming to Nehru's views on and assessment of Indian cultl~T~ 
first ofall to be noted that he was undoubted Iy a greet lover of his own country i,e, 

India as were Tagore, Vivekananda and others of the similar category. Wittgenstein, 

a renowned Philosopher of the 20th century, when told by M.O.C. Drury about one 

of his acquaintances working on a thesis as Co why the League of Nations had 

failed, remarked "Tell him to find out first why solves eat lambs"(13). Wolves and 

lambs cannot and do not live together; it is neither unnatural nor is it unexpected .
• 

But what Ifsomething like this becomes a reality in the life of a nation? In 

Indian culture atleast It seems as If 'wolves' and 'lambs' have not only been living 

together somehow for centuries; there has been a curious blending a sort of amal

gamation of Varieties of cultures including even what may be regarded as 'culture 

of wolves' and 'culture of lambs'. Is it not a strange phenomenon? 

Tagore sang his song of Ei Bharater Maharnanaver Sagaratire (Bharata 

tirtha ) where he pointed out that there has been an amalgamation of various Cul

tures, such as those of Aryans, Non-Aryans, Dravidian, Chinese. Sakas, Huns. 

Pathans and Moghuls, into a single unity in India (14). Nehru expressed the same 

Idea in his own inimitable style while referring to the uniqueness ofIndia and Its 

culture; "She (India) was like some ancient palimpsest on which layer upon layer 

of thought and reverie had been inscribed, and yet no succeeding layer had com

pletely hidden or erased what had been written previously. All these existed in our 

conscious or sub-conscious selves, though we may not have been aware of them 

and they had gone to build up the complex and mysterious personality of india. 

That sphinx-like face with its elusive and sometimes mocking smile was to be seen 

throughout the length and breadth of the land. Though outwardly there was diver

sity and infinite variety among our peoples, every where there was that tremen

dous Impress ofoneness, which had held all.of US together for ages past, whatever 

political fate or misfortune had befallen us"(15). Is this a fact or a delusion? Are all 

these talks of co-existence of different strands, even those that are antagonistic to 

each other, and the Impression of oneness of culture amidst diversity merely an 
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account ofthe exuberance ofthe patriotic feeling ofa Tagore or a Nehru or Is there 

any basis in reality by which such talks can be corroborated? Are we to understand 

that Tagore and Nehru on account of their patriotic spirit were simply blind to all 

the fightings and cultural clashes to which this land of ours has been subjected 

through out ages? 

I thinkthat neither Tagore nor Nehru was unaware ofcultural confl icts and 

clashes in India and yet they saw a typical unity in Indian culture amidst all diver

sities and conflicts. If it is a question of pinpointing certain elements to the exclu

sion of others, it may notbe that simple to isolate an element or elements funda

mental to our unity. As far as Nehru is concerned, it was an emotional experience. 

In his own words, "the unity oflndia was no longer merely an intellectual concep. 
tion for me? It was an emotional experience which overpowered me" (16). Does it 

mean that this was merely subjective as far as Nehru was concerned? I do not think 

so. Nehru has something significant to say regarding that unity: "Foreign influ

ences poured in and often influenced that (ind lan) culture and were absorbed. 

Disruptive tendencies gave rise immediately to an attempt to find a synthesis, Some 

kind ofa dream of unity has occupied the mind oflndia since the dawn ofcivilisa

tion. That unity was not conceived as something Imposed from outside, a stand

ardisation of externals or even of beliefs. It was something deeper and, within its 

fold, the widest tolerance of belief and custom was practised and every variety 

acknowledged and even encouraged."(17) 

And yet Nehru was not a blind lover of all that India stood for. His scien

tific temper could not come to terms with the prevalent custom of caste ism that 

was simply obnoxious for him. Now let us examine Nehru's views regarding re

claims in the global context and casteism in the Indian context. Nehru says in The 

Discovery ojindia, "The ultimate weakness and fall ing ofthe Caste system and the 

indian social structure were that they degraded a mass of human beings and gave 

them no opportunities to get out of that condition - educationally, culturally, or 

economically. That degradation brought deterioration, all along the line including 

in its scope even the upper Classes. It had to the petrification which became a 

dominant feature oflndia's economy and life"(18). Since the Issue is not only not 
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a dead one, but has a contemporary relevance also. It needs to be ex 

length. It points to the overwhelming power of myth on the minds 0 lmI~__rn 

myths die a natural course of death, may be, with the passage of time or are made 

ineffective in a changing society while others continue to hold sway for a very long 

time over the minds even of a so-called civilised race, not to speak of primitive 

minds. The myth that the white~ are intrinsically superior to the blacks 1s very 

much alive even now among white men, at least some of them, and that males are 

intrinsically superior to females is also no less deep-rooted in he minds of some; 

similarly caste superiority Is even now considered to be a matter of pride for some 

of the "upper-caste" Hindus, This leads to racial segregation and conflict on the 

one hand and caste-wars on the other causing a menace to the progress of humanity 

in general and society in particular, 

It is no doubt true that men are endowed with different capacities and 

aptitudes; but how and why should birth in a particular caste be taken to determine 

their capacities and aptitudes, and consequently also the direction of their develop

ment to understand. If heredity is to be taken into account so also we should not 

lose signt of variations, and it is smiley inhuman to block the free development of 

a human personality on the basis of his birth. 

Human beings are not equal in their endowments, It Is true, but each hu

man being Is entitled to equal opportunity according to Nehru for the development 

of his personality and It Is the duty of the society to provide the individual with 

such opportunities and get the best out of him in return.Social stratification in that 

case may be inevitable, but one can be made to see that there is no rational justifi

cation for allowing the social positions to be Immutably fixed by birth. So long as 

caste remains a fad with some people, the society l!t large would continue to be a 

victim of what I would call the scourge of casteism and consequently an all round 

progress would simply be a will 0' the wisp in such a society. Growth ofa particu

lar section of the society at the cost of others, be they males or females, "upper 

caste" or "lower caste", so called privileged or the underlings, It Is Important to 

remember, cannot be regarded as progress; it is a disease, a case of social malig

nancy which unfortunately is the fate ofours inspite of plenty of Iiberating forces 
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ofa ~ulid~a, Na~k orGandhi orNehru being atwork here from time to time. Evi I.. 
forces a~e noJe~s powerful and only a few handfuls offaddists and dogmatists call .' . 
be a sufficient check to the progress of any society unless they in their turn are 

deliberately checked with greater intensity by a greater force. Sane Guruj i's obser

vations are quite pertinent here, "You who worship Indian civilization and culture" 

exhorts Guruji, and "you have sinned enough. Now get up and embrace the Harijan 

and all down trodden and neglected to your heart"(I9). Nehru, thus, with all his 

genuine and deep love for his own country, was not a blind worshipper ofIndian 

culture and was painfully aware of the degradation of a mass of human beings 

brought about by the caste system, 

Nehru lamented over the sad piight ofInd ians underthe rule ofthe British, 

who considered them selves to be a master race. Nehru writes; "Biologists tell us 

that recialism is a myth and there is no such thing as a master race. But we in India 

have known racialism in all its forms ever since the commencement ofBritish rule. 

The whole Ideology,of this rule was that of the herenvolk and the master race, and 

the structure of government was based upon it; indeed the Idea of a master race is 

inherent in Jmperialism"(20). "The English were an imperial race, we were told," 

says Nehru, " with the God-given right to govern us and keep us ill subjection; if 

we protested we were reminded of the "tiger qualities of an Imperial race". As an 

Indian, I am ashamed to write all this, for the memory of it hurts, and what hurts 

stiII more is the fact that we submitted for so long to this degradation"(21 ). But If 

the memory of"racial supremacy" proclaimed by a so-called imperial race "hurts" 

Nehru's sensitive mind and if the concept of racial supremacy is a mere myth for 

him, he is no less sensitive about the question of "caste supremacy where birth in 

a particular caste is taken as the only criterion for judgement, Nehru is not in 

favour of retaining 'the basic Idea of caste' while eradicating its 'harmful 

rainitlcation' only. "If merit is the only criterion and opportun ity is thrown open to 

everybody, then, says Nehru, "caste loses all its present-day distinguishing fea

tures and. in fact, ends"(22). 

Nehru's spiritual and political mentor, Mahatma Gandhi, was of the view 

that untouchability was the real evil, not the Varna-system on which casteism is 
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Varnasrama, according to Gandhi, is the most essential feature of Hinduism, and 

what is required, therefore. Is that caste system which is based on the concept of 

Varna should not be eradicated altogether, but it needs to be reformed (23), Nehru, 

on the other hand, has a radical view on the matter, K. Satchidananda Murty has 

brought out this contrast nicely as follows: 

"They (some of the best minds of Modern India) admit that as it exists today, the 

caste system has many evils, but they are not prepared to destroy it; they propose to 

reform it and restore it to its pristine purity. On the other hand, are men such as 

Tagore and Nehru who have totally rejected it and want to see the end of it as early 

as possible, Nehru has many times indicated that the salvation oflndia is impossi

ble without the destruction of the Caste system. And I may add that none knows 

what is good for India better than Nehru" (24). While agreeing with the above 

view of the eminent thinker, I would only add that it is not merely a question of 

Nehru's knowledge or Ignorance of what is better for India (regarding which there' 

may be difference of opinion, of course); Nehru has his reasons and has advanced 

certain convincing arguments as to why he thinks that caste-system in any form 

can not be sustained in the present context, Nehru clearly points out, "It is some

times said that the basic Idea of caste might remain, but its subsequent harmful 

development and ramifications should go;that it should not depend on birth but on 

merit. This approach is irrelevant and merely confuses the Issue, in a historical 

context a study of the growth of caste has some value, but we cannot obviously go 

back to the period when caste began; in the social organisation of today it has no 

place left" (25). Nehru's argument is that we cannot go back in time and revive 

caste system in its pristine form. One may ofcourse go further and ask if it may not 

be possible to have old wine in new bottle, so that we may have a novel brand of 

caste as it were, but that is another question, One thing is clear, however, and It is 

that Nehru was normally allergicto anythingwhichdoes notstand to reason,whether 

it is found in his own culture, e.g. casteism or in an alien culture, viz. racialism. To 
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my-mind, rherefore, what appears to be of utmost significance about Nehru is that 
~. 

he, with all his love for India and antagonism to imperialism or caste ism, was and 

continued to remain a rationalist in temper, Russell pointed out, "A man Is rational 

in proportion as his intelligence informs and controls his desires"(26), and popper 

was right in saying that "there Is no better synonym for retlonal than 'critical"(27). 

This rational or critical attitude Is the very kernel ofscientific temper, and, whether 

one agrees with his conclusions or not, Nehru had this rational or critical attitude 

towards everything of Indian culture which was so dear to his heart. 

And yet on certain occasions, being a man offlesh and blood, he was also 

swayed away by his passionate longings, beyond any consideration of rational ity. 

This of course made him all the more lovable, no doubt, but to that extent he was 

not merely rationale For example, his love for India was so very deep that he 

wanted a handful of his ashes to be thrown into the Ganges at Allahabad after his 

death and the major portion of the same to be scattered all over India. It was Indeed 

a strange wish on the part of one who claimed that he was not bound to any reli

gious dogma or bias; it was of course a case of intense love for one's own country, 

Nehru's own words In this connection are worth noting from his Last Will and 

Testament. "When I die I should like my body to be cremated, if I die in a foreign 

country, my body should be cremated there and my ashes sent to Allahabad, A 

small handful of these ashes be thrown Into the Ganga ... My desire to have a 

handful of Illy ashes thrown Into the Ganga at Allahabad has no religious signifi

cance, so far as I am concerned. I have no religious sentiment in the matter, I have 

been attached to the Ganga and the Jamuna rivers in Allahabad ever since my 

childhood and as I have grown older, this attachment has also grown ... And though 

I have discarded much of past tradition and custom, and am conscious that India 

should rid herself ofall shackles that bind and contain her and divide her people ... 

yet r do not wish to cut myself off from the past completely... I am proud of that 

great inheritance that has been and is ours, and I am conscious that I too, like all of 

us, am a link in that unbroken chain which goes back to the dawn of history in the 

immemorial past oflndia. That chain I would not like to break, for I treasure it and 

seek inspiration from it. As a witness of this desire of mine, and my last homage to 
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India's cultural inheritance, I am making this request that a handful 

A splendid example indeed of deep love for one's own country. As an 

expression ofpatriotism and the finest ofsentiments oflove for one's own country, 

these lines can have few parallels in the world literature. But when these lines are. 
taken literally and when the idea Is expressed In the form of a definite wish to be 

actually fulfilled after death, one usually tends to forget that there could be a sort 

of self-deception Involved In such a wish, And It could be a self-deception of the 

most Intransigent type. In which even staunch rationalists may indulge at times, 

unwittingly ofcourse, because of their sentimental attachment or Involvement oth

erwise. 

I have. certain general observations to make on such wishes meant to be 

fulfilled after death. If the body belonging to me when I am alive is cremated after 

death, the ashes that remain cannot be referred to from my present point ofview as 

my ashes' at a time when I am no longer there after my innihilation. At least if one 

is guided strictly by sheer consideration of rationality, he or she cannot avoid tak

ing into account this possibility seriously. There can be meaningful reference of 

course such as the ashes of the cremated body belonging to one Nayak when he 

was alive. But it only shows that the body and the ashes that continue for some 

time after the death ofa particular person are described with reference to a person 

of the past who is no more. Expressions such as 'my body' or 'my ashes', though 

otherwise innocuous and perhaps natural on our part, create an illusion in th is 

context to the effect that the ashes and body belong to me also after my death in the' 

same way or In the same sense in which my body or my burnt finger belongs to me 

at present. This delusion makes me anxious or indulgent about the fate of my ashes 

after my death, as I am anxious or Indulgent about my body at present, I may 
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presume on Dl' one hand that ram a progressivist, while on the other hand I may. .' 
. also continue to cherish desires about what should happen to my body or my ashes 

after my death. It seems to be an unconscious longing on the part of a man to be 

distinguished even after death as he might have been during his life time, a longing 

which Is doomed to be futiIe .If there is nothing left indeath. After death, ofcourse, 

a name and the characteristics that were associated with that name earlier may 

become famous, but there is no possibility of the man himself becoming immortal 

In any case. Why is it that my ashes should be so very dear to me after my 

annihilation, as if the fate of those ashes is going to determine my fate after annihi

lation? Am I not getting a vicarious satisfaction as it were? In imagining that when 

I will be no more, those ashes, which are the products of the burning of a body, 

which belonged to me during my life time; could perhaps be claimed to be my own 

even after my annihilation and that those very ashes would be worshipped or be 

blessed through immersion in the holy river or by mingling with the soil of my 

father or motherland? This entire exercise in imagination of the future post-mortem 

happening which is being referred to as mine from my present position seems to be 

vitiated by an error ofthinking that things or happenings would be mine or continue 

to belong to me even when I cease to exist. No wonder, therefore. If on the one 

hand in order to be identifiedas a progressivi1st, one may fight shy of all sentiments, 

while on the other hand he may be sentimental about the fate ofwhat would happen 

to his body when he would be no more, the idea being that the body would continue 

to be his own as usual even after his final and ultimate cessation, 

The above observations are meant to be and are applicable to all such 

cases where the use of 'my' or 'our is extended beyond one's own life time even if 

one does not, on strictly rational/scientific grounds, subscribe to a belief In conti

nuity after death which is usually a part of some religious weltanschauung or the 

other. Such usages are neither rare nor are they uncommon; they are rather so 

much with us, here and every where, that we take them for granted. These reflec

tions, however, do not nor are they meant to affect our general assessment and 

appreciation of Nehru both as a patriot and a rationalist. 
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But a question might be put here. Why at all one should 

has drawn our attention to the' vagaries of the so-called rationality, to the errors

cum-deceptions behind the phrase of "the objectivity of a rational debate"(28). 

"Rationality", according to him, "is not an arbiter of traditions. It is itself a tradi

tion or an aspect ofa tradition. It is therefore neither good or bad, it simply is"(29). 

Feyerabend goes to the extent ofmaking violently paradoxical remarks in his state

ment that "It is always reasonable to Introduce and try to keep alive unreasonable 

views"(30). According to him, "reason, at least In the form In which it is defended 

by logicians, philosophers of science and some scientists does not fit science and 

could not have contributed to its growth. This is a good argument against those 

who admire science and are also slaves of reason. But science is not sacrosant, the 

mere fact that it exists. Is admired has results is not sufficient for making it a 

measure of excellence"(31). It is a question of value preference, as I see it, for 

"with every value proposed", as Popper would say, "arises" the problem; is it true 

that this is a value? And is it true that it has its proper standing in the hierachy of 

Values; Is it true that kindness is a higher value than justice or even comparable 

with justice" (32). Popper has no doubt raised a significant issue here, but no 

straightforward answer to the question of value can be given unless we commit 

ourselves to a particular scheme ofvalues. When we have to choose among differ

ent systems or schemes we cannot avoid choice on the basis of our respective 

commitments which themselves, in their turn, can be subject to further value judge

ments, and so on. Our deliberations here show that there is no escape from the 

domain of value, which is autonomous in this sense, One thing, however, which 

can be said In favour of secularism, scientific temper, rationality, etc. Is that they 

all leave open the possibility of a free debate and discussion about their values 

whereas religion, in the sense of religious dogma, tends to promote a deliberately 

different approach by closing all such discussion on the subject at the very outset, 

As Russell points out, "The world needs open hearts and open minds, and it is not 

through rigid systems, whether old or new, that these can be derived" (33). Far 
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from being superior to rational ity, the irrational cannot be ata par with rational ity, 

because It Isopposed, and antagon istic to the Intrinsic goal of human beings, viz. 

the goal of knowledge. And Jnana, as Sankara pointed out long back. Is Vastu 

tantra not purusavyajiaratantra and is therefore to be approached, not through 

one's sentiments, but through a sort of philosophic detachment, But this love for 

knowledge, and for reason or rationality leading to knowledge, need not land us in 

a sort of pan-scientism, 

In this contex, it is of seminal importance to have a proper understand

ing of what rationality, which is the essence of scientific temper really stands for 

and how it is different from a blind adherence to science and technology and is not 

to be confused with a sort of pan-scientism,'Scientific temper should make us 

open-minded and unprejudiced Inour approach to problems.including the problem 

of peace in 21st century, instead of being dogmatic in our adherence to any blind 

faith. Including faith in the invincibility of science of course, Scientific spirit in 

itself does not permit us to entertain such a faith. One need not replace one dogma 

or superstitution by another. 
" 

In this sense, rationalityand scientific temper come close to what is known 

as philosophic detachment, which is expected to keep one's head cool where one is 

likely to be passionately involved in petty prejudices and bias of one's own, Jnana 

or knowledge is not any nation's private property or exclusive possession. With all 

its obvious differences from science and the typical scientific method, philosophic 

pursuit of knowledge or dirsanika jijnasa, with its prerequisite of a detached and 

unbiased outlook, coincides more or less with scientific temper, and Nehru was an 

advocate of scientific temper in this sense, while at the same time promoting the 

utilization of science, and scientific learning for cause of peace. 

What I would regard as a sort of pan-scientism, assuming a somewhat 

dogmatic proportion, seems to have a field day in our day-to-day life at present, 

both academic and otherwise. The reason behind this lies, not so much in any 

genuine love of ours for what is called scientific temper or spirit, which in itself is 

of course sacrosanct so long as it is not allowed to cross its legimate limits, but in 
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viously tangible results in different areas, where scientific advan . iDent ~c6nsi~ 
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ered synonymous with wielding of some sort of miraculous powe ' l'rtlos~ equrva

lent to that associated earlier with spiritualism, magic, or religiosity o{aparticular 

order. And yet, evidently there is nothing especially Infallible about science, at 

least in its theoretical framework, even if in the practical plane, where nothing 

succeeds like crude success, it seems to exercise a sort ofmonstrous authority with 

its attendant charisma, because of which, perhaps, we with an the naivete of a 

child, listen with rapt attention to and expect the final verdict from a scientist (who 

Is otherwise supposed to confine himself to his specific field of research unless of 

course he goes for an outing) regarding evidence, ifany, for the existence ofa soul 

or a spirit or even of a universal spirit governing the entire universe, regarding the 

actual situation obtaining in science, however, D.P. Chattopadhyaya has rightly 

pointed out in one of his recent article, "the final up shot appeared to be chat 

scientific statements are not specially privileged and that like other factual state

ments, they can never be free from possibi Iity oferror. In other words, the consen

sus emerged around the fablibi listie character ofall types of sciences-factual even 

formal. The time-honoured form-fact, analytic/synthetic distinction started 

crumbling. The strong defenders of the special respectability thesis of scientific 

knowledge felt disappointed. The very aristocracy of the cognitive claim of sci

ence was at staked "(34). 

With the dawning of this grim realisation that evenscience cannot be the 

ultimate saviour, that it also is fallible like other types of putative knowledge, 

along with frustrating realisation that we cannot look back to the old order either, 

which has been under perlstent attack from time to time ~ith changing c?nditions, 

we are confronted with a threat of complete chaos, confusion, instability and 

unpredictability with the consequent erosion ofvalues in our day-to-day life. Over

exposure of sex and violence everywhere along with a morbid rush for making 

instant money and power at any cost could be clearly traced to this vacuum, a void, 

confronting us on all sides. So-called Post-modernist ideas have only rubbed salt 

into this gaping wound, thus worsening the present situation, that is all. 
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Instead of being lost in this maza-where we "look before and after and pine 

for what is not and where we are likely to end merely as "half-hearted believers in 

our casual creed", we are to take positive and definite steps in the direction of 

peace with a philosophicallydetached outlook that coincides with scientific temper, 

not with par-scientism. 

Progress in the direction of peace can be ensured in the global context to 

the extent and in so far as we are prepared to give up our petty dogmas and are 

goaded by scientific spirit in this sense while dealing with problems confronting us 

in the 21 st century both on the national and the international levels it should, 

however, be pointed out that peace can be regarded only as a regulative idea, In 

human affairs, confronted with sociopol itical and econorn ic issues that vita lly 

concern us, peace is likely to remain an ideal to be approximated more or Jess. 

instead of being a finally accomplished goal at any point of time. 

Inaugurating a conference of Scientists and Educationists in New Delhi on 

August 4,1963, Nehru declared that "our real Ideal must be peace and peaceful 

settlement of problems and peaceful co-operation in the world because there is no 

other hope for the world or for our country"(35). He added, "we are in a kind of 

watershed in history and even in science. the advances that are being made are 

intended ultimately for the good of humanity or will they lead to complicts on a 

tremendous scale and disaster? It is difficult to propesy, The human being is said to 

have advanced greatly in many ways, but In some way he remains very much of a 

devil, and the brute in him is coming out", 

Inaugurating Apsara, the Swimming Pool Reactor at Trombay, on January 

20,1957, he declared, "No man can prophess the future. But I should like to say on 

behalf of my Govt. and I think I can say with some assurance on behalf of any 

future Govt. of India-that whatever might happen, whatever the circumstances, we 

shall never use this atomic energy for evil purposes. There is no condition attached 

to this assurance, becauseonce a condition isattached, the value of such an assurance 

does not go very far"(36). 
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We can only talk of peace as an ideal not as somethi~~'iilrealty'I\CCQin.r' 

plished by us even now. Sri Aurobindo's observations seem to b~!erfinent 
here when he in very clear terms points out to us as follows. "Teachers ofthe law 

of love and oneness there must be" says Sri Auroblndo, "for by that way must 

come the ultimate salvation. But not ti II the time-spirit in man is ready. can the 

inner and ultimate prevail over the outer and immediate reality. Christ and Buddha 

have come and gone, but it is Buddha who still holds the world in the hollow of his 

hand" (37). Whether the time-spirit in man is at all ready for the 21st century, it 

would be possible to assess the same by the end of the century. Now we can only 

look forward to and hope for the best, that is all. 

Nehru also, befitting his scientific temper, did not want to take resort to 

any prophesy about the future; he only gave an assurance on behalf of his Govt. 

and even on behalf of any future Govt. of India, that there will be always sincere 

efforts at peaceful settlement of problems, and there will never be any use ofatomic 

energy by the Govt. of India for evil purposes, 
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'~JPKE ON CONTINGENT APRIORI TRUTH .. 
I 

•" 
, ,. TAFAJOL HOSSAIN 

• 
Traditionally the notions 'necessity' and 'a priority' are held to be invariably 

connected with one another; it is held that they can be used interchangeably. Kripke 

rejects this traditional view. He shows that they are not co-extensive, the notion of 

necessity being a metaphysical notion, and the notion of a priority being an 

epistemological one. In order to reject the traditional view about the interchange

ability of the notions of 'necessity' and 'a priority', Kripke provides some coun

ter-examples. Some such counter-examples are contingent a priori truths. In Nam

ing and Necessity, Kripke shows that some propositions are known to be true a 

priori, for example, propositions like 'Aristotle was the teacher of Alexander the 

Great' though they are not necessarily true. Thus, the proposition' Aristotle was 

the teacher of Alexander the Great' is an example of contingent a priori truth. In 

section I of this paper, I shall explain Kripke's views about a priori truths, neces

sary propositions, the notion of possible worlds, rigid and non-rigid designators; 

and also his account of contingent a priori truth. In section II of this paper, I have 

examined Kripke's account of contingent a priori truth in the light of the com

ments made by Dummett and Donnellan on the topic. 

Two important points in Kripke's account of a priority are. firstly that this 

is a concept ofepistemology, and secondly that they can be known independently 

ofexperience. For Kripke, the notion' a priori' is a concept ofepistemology. Instead 

of using the expression' a priori' as connected with 'truth', as in 'a priori truth', 

Kripke prefers to use the expression 'a priori' in the following way: 

' ...a particular person or knower knows something a priori or believes it 

true on the basis of a priori evidence.' I 

Kripke points out that a priori truths in the traditional sense are those that 

r..pn be known independently of experience. This means, according to him, that ... 

in some sense it's possible (whether we do or do not in fact know it independently 
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of any experience) to know this independently of any experience ~n;;.f~~ 

( :~ ,.
that some persons can know a particular proposition a priori, it ~\nota<tow:~ L; 

,. • -' .J.i. r 
that others cannot know it on the basis of experience. The examp ~vided IJ;y .' 

-.yt'!r;'t, 
Kripke in this connection is as follows. With regard to the question ther a 

I 

particular number is prime, a person may get an answer from a computer. His 

knowledge, then, that the number is prime is a posteriori. because it depends on . 

the knowledge of what is a computer, how does it work etc. But a person who 

knows that number as prime by making requisite calculations, knows it a priori. , 
Kripke deals with the notion of necessity as a notion of metaphysics and it 

has' nothing to do with anyone's knowledge of anything". What we are concerned 

with in connection with the necessity of a proposition is whether something might 

have been true or might have been false. A proposition is not necessary if the 

world could have been different from the way it is described by the proposition, 

but if the world could not have been otherwise, the proposition is a necessary one. 

Kripke explains the notion of necessity as a metaphysical one with the 

help of the notion of possible world. He points out that possible worlds are not real 

worlds. For him, a possible world is a possible state of the world. Possible worlds 

are defined as relative to the actual world, since they are the descriptions of how 

the world could have been. Kripke writes, 

'A possible world is given by the descriptive conditions we associate with 

it '3. We may explain this point in the following way. When we say that in some 

other possible world Aristotle might not have been the teacher of Alexander the 

Great, we mean just that we can describe a possible situation in which Aristotle 

was not at all a teacher or did not teach Alexander the Great. Of course, we may 

not be able to imagineand we need not imagineeverythingthat could have happened 

to Aristotle, only those things which are relevant to his being the teacher of 

Alexander the Great are to be described in this connection. Though theoretically it 

is necessary for giving a total description ofa possible world that every individual 

be described clearly. 

According to Kripke, , Possible worlds are stipulated, not discovered by 
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powerfu Itelescopes'.' When we describe a possible world, the descriptions that 

we associate with the name of a particular individual are mere stipulations, they 

are descriptions of certain supposed or hypothetical situations about entities of the 

actual world. Possible worlds are not actually existing realparaJ lei worlds' as is 

sometimes supposed. .. 

We may here point out that. for Leibniz. 'possible' means the same as 

distinctly 'intelligible'. Things ofa certain sort are distinctly intelligible does not 

suffice to guarantee that there is, has been or will be things of this kind. This is 

particularly obvious when Leibniz speaks of 'possible worlds' as alternatives to 

the actual one, for these 'possibilities' cannot conceivably be realized (at any mo

ment in time). 5 

Though we stipulate and so also can change a description associated with. 
a name in the description ofa possible world, we cannot do this according to our 

wish without any constraint. Kripke speaks ofsome such constraints in construct

ing a possible world. Firstly. we cannot change a description regarding the origin 

of an individual. Any individual, for example, Elizabeth II, must have the same 

origin in all possible worlds. Hence, in describing a possible world after Kripke, 

we cannot change the names of the ancestors of an individual as Chisholm thinks. 

Secondly, the make-up ofa thing must remain the same in all possible worlds. For 

example, the table, which is made of a particular piece of wood in the actual world, 

cannot be made of ice in some other possible world. Thirdly, according to Kripke, 

a thing in all possible worlds must remain the same kind of things as it is in the 

actual world. For example, we cannot have a description of a possible world in 

which Julius Caesar is an artifact and not a man. 

Kripke holds that proper names unlike definite descriptions are 'rigid des

ignators'. That means, they have the same reference in all possible worlds. Ac

cording to Kripke, the function ofa proper name is simply to designate a specific 

individual. It designates an individual not by virtue of its being the individual, 

which possesses certain properties, but simply qua that specific individual. If the 

individual that a proper name designates possessed some properties different from 
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the properties it actually has, the proper name would stiII design ~hat i~~id~.. 
For Kripke, a proper name is a rigid designator in the sense that ~!i'Jeferellce ilJ~li 

possible worlds is determined via its reference in the actual world~'fhat~h desig
':--. 

nates the same individual in all possible worlds. If an expression design';ite's differ

ent individuals in different possible worlds, the expression is non-rigid. 

Most of the definite descriptions are non-rigid in the sense that they do not 

have the same reference in all possible worlds. For example, the definite descrip

tion 'the teacher of Alexander the Great' is a non-rigid designator, for though it 

designates Aristotle in the actual world; it may designate some other individuals in 

other possible worlds. If in describing a possible world, one associates the prop

erty of being the teacher of Alexander the Great with some other individual other 

than Aristotle, the referent of the definite description 'the teacher of Alexander the 

Great' in that possible world would be some other person different from Aristotle, 

Some definite descriptions. for example, 'the square root of25', however,are rigid 

designators, since they describe the same thing (in the case of this example, the 

number 5) in all possible worlds."Kripke also points out that it is not necessary for 

a rigid designator that its referent must exist in all possible worlds. What is neces

sary is that if its referent exists at all in any possible world, it must be the same 

individual, which is the referent of that designator in the actua I world. But there 

are things, he admits, for example, mathematical entities like positive integers, 

which are such that if they exist at all, nece~sarily exist. The designators, which 

designate necessary existents, are strongly rigid. 

In order to reject the traditional view about the notions 'necessity' and 'a 

priority '. Kripkeprovidessomecounter-examples to the traditionalthesis. Heshows 

that there are contingent truths, which can be known a priori. Kripke explains this 

with the help of the example of the length of the standard meter stick taken from 

Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations. According to Kripke, it is true that 

the standard meter stick is one meter long. Traditionally, such truths are called 

contingent a posteriori truths. Kripke explains that since the stick serves as a stand

ard of one meter, we may regard the description 'the length of S at to' (i.e., the 
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length ofthe stick Sattime to)asgiving the definition of 'one meter' in the propo

sition 'one meter is the length of the stick S at to'. One who fixes the reference of 

the term 'one meter' by this definition knows automatically, independently of any 

experience that the stick S is one meter long at to. Therefore, epistemologically the 

proposition 'one meter is the length of the stick S at to' is a priori. This proposi

tion, for Kripke, is also an example of contingent truth, 

According to Kripke, a definite description may be associated to a name 

(rigid designator) in the sense that it may be used to fix the reference of that name 

but for that reason it should not be taken as giving the meaning of the name. In the 

example of the stick S, though the description 'the length of the stick S at to' is 

used to define 'one meter', it does not give the meaning of ' one meter', it merely 

serves to 'fix the reference' of one meter in the actual world, Hence, though the 

proposition 'one meter is the length of the stick S at to' is known a priori, it is a 

contingent truth. For it is a contingent fact that the length of S at to is one meter. 

The stick might have a different length at to from the length it actually has at to. If 

various stresses or strains have been applied to it at to, the length of S at to might 

have been longer or shorter than one meter. For Kripke, there is no incompatibi Iity 

between these counterfactual situations and the fact of fixing the reference of' one 

meter' by the description' the length ofthe stick S at to', For the term 'one meter' 

is not synonymous or definitionally equivalent to the descriptive phrase' the length 

ofthe stick S at to'. This definition merely serves to determine the reference of the 

term 'one meter'. Kripke holds that 'uniquely identifying properties' can coincide 

contingently." Hence, for Kripke, the proposition 'one meter is the length of the 

stick S at to' is a contingent truth though it is known a priori. 

II 

We may point out now that though according to Kripke some of the 

descriptions associated to the proper names(which may also be used to fix 

their reference)describe only the contingent properties of the designated ob

jects, some descriptions may describe their essential properties also. For ex

ample, in the proposition 'Elizabeth I] is the daughter of George VI' 
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Dummett has pointed out that on Kripke's account ofpropertie~s
"'.  .' 

we cannot understand what it is for a thing to have some properties essentially, 

necessarily or contingently, by concentrating on the linguistic forms like' it is nec

essary that..", 'it is possible that ..', where the gap is to be f lied up by a comp lete 

sentence. On the contrary, we have to concentrate on the linguistic forms like 'it is 

necessarily (or contingently) true ofx that x is..!. 8 For example, to say that it is a 

contingent property of Fido that he is the first dog to go to sea, we would not 

express this by a sentence of the form' It is contingently true that Fido is the first 

dog to go to sea'. We have instead to understand what it is for the predicate 'x is the 

first dog to go to sea' to be contingently true ofthat dog. Similarly, for Kripke, the 

fact that though the standard meter stick is one meter long, it might not have been 

one meter long should not be expressed as 'It is possible that the standard meter 

stick is not one meter long', but as 'It is true of the standard meter stick that it is 

possibly not one meter long'. The proposition 'It is necessarily true that Hesperus 

is Phosphorus' is also to be interpreted as the property of being identical with 

Phosphorus is a necessary property of Hesperus'. The point of Dummett here is 

that in order to be able to speak about the object which is the referent of the subject 

expression of the sentence, for example' Hesperus is Phosphorus' the name 

'Hesperus' must be construed as not being within the scope of the modal operator 

and this is the case also with sentences containing definite descriptions as their 

subjects. If in a modal sentence a proper name or a definite description is con

strued as being within the scope of the modal operator, we would not succeed in 

speaking about the object which is the referent of the name or the description. For 

example, the sentence The teacher of Aristotle might not have been a teacher" is 

about the person who is the teacher of Aristotle and so it should be interpreted as 

'It is true ofthe teacher of Aristotle that he was possibly not a teacher'. In symbols: 

(::Jx)[Txa.(y)(Tya.:J.y = x).O(z)~Txz] 

[Txy : x taught y] 
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which is a true sentence. 

The sentence 'The teacher of Aristotle might not have been a teacher' 

should not be interpreted as "It is possible that the teacher of Aristotle was not a 

teacher". In symbols: 

o (3x)[Txu.(y)(Tya.::J.y = x). (z)~Txz] 

For that wou Id be to allow the possibi Iity of a contrad ictory statement. In 

other words, in Kripke's theory the sentences about individuals which ascribe them 

having or lacking certain properties contingently or necessarily are to be inter

preted as the names of individuals must be construed as being lout side the scope 

of modal operator. Explained in this manner, the only difference between a rigid 

and a non-rigid designator out side the scope of a modal operator is that the non

rigid designator points to some uniquely identifying properties possessed by its 

referent in the actual world which a rigid designator does not. This is also sug

gested by Kripke's view that the definite description 'the square root of25' is a 

rigid designator. If the property described by the definite description is an essential 

property of the object concerned, the definite description would designate the ob

ject rigidly, i.e., it would designate the same object in all possible worlds. 

Donnellan also shows, in his paper The Contingent A priori and Rigid 

Designators', that a name may be introduced as a rigid designator, as well as an 

abbreviation for description. When a name is introduced as a rigid designator, it 

may be associated to a definite description, but in such a case the description only 

serves to fix the reference of the name, it does not give the meaning of the name. 

While if a name is introduced as an abbreviation/or a definite description, the 

definite description may be regarded as giving the meaning of the name. Donnellan 

writes, ..... we should not, of course, suppose that names cannot be introduced as 

abbreviations; it is obvious that we can do that if we want to".? He explains his 

point with the help of the example of the name 'Neptune' and the definite descrip

tion 'the cause of the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus'. Kripke thinks that 

Leverrier who introduced the name 'Neptune' as a rigid designator might quite 
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consistently believe the proposition: 

(A) 'Neptune might have existed and 

perturbations in the orbit of Uranus' 

even if he used the description 'the cause of perturbations in the orbit of 

Uranus', to fix the reference of the name 'Neptune'. The proposition expressed by 

the sentence: 

(B) IfNeptune exists, Neptune is the cause of the perturbations in the orbit 

of Uranus. 

Would therefore be both a priori and contingent for Leverrier. Here the 

proposition (A) is to be understood as one with the modal operator having a nar

row scope. Donnellan holds that when someone introduces a name as a rigid desig

nator, he can do this by pointing out the scope of modal operator. When a name is 

introduced as a rigid designator, the name always has a wide scope and the modal 

operator has a narrow scope. Now, for Donnellan, one could also use the name 

'Neptune' as an abbreviation for the description "the cause of perturbations in the 

orbit of Uranus'. In that case substituting the description (which is definitionally 

equivalent to 'Neptune') for the name in (A), he would have obtained: 

(C) The cause of the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus might have ex

isted and not have been the cause of the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus. This 

proposition may be interpreted intwo different ways depending on the scope ofthe 

modal operator. If the modal operator has a wide scope, we have: 

(D) It might have been the case that (the cause of the perturbations in the 

orbit of Uranus did not cause of the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus). If the 

proposition is interpreted with the modaloperator havinga narrow scope, we have: 

(E) The cause of the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus might have been 

such that it did not cause the perturbations in the orbit of Uranus. 

Of these two interpretations, (D) is obviously false. But (E) expresses something 

that one can consistently believeand henceLeverriercould believe it too. Donnellan 

writes, 'Leverrier probably did not say anything that would disclose an intension 
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th·atlhe narrre should function one way rather than the other. Kripke tells LIS that , 
-th,i$.iS.a'll example of the introduction of a name as a rigid designator, but why is he 

so confident that it is not an example of a name introduced as an abbreviation' .10 

Here Donnellan's point is that, when person introduces a name by using a descrip

tion, he can introduce the name either as a rigid designator or as an abbreviation 

for the description. On the contrary, Kripke holds that a name can on Iy be intro

duced as a rigid designator. Donnellan's examples show that unless it is explicitly 

stipulated that the name should be used as a rigid designator, we cannot take it for 

granted that a name has to be used as a rigid designator. One may use a name as a 

rigid designator on one occasion and also as an abbreviation for a description on 

some other. The properties of a sentence would vary depending on whether the 

name occurring in it is used as a rigid designator or as an abbreviation for a de

scription. For example, the sentence (F) 'lfN exists then N is the o' 

would express a contingent truth if the name W is used as a rigid designator. But 

the same sentence would express a necessary truth if the name W is used as an 

abbreviation for the description the ~'. We may also point out here that (F) would 

express a necessary truth if the description 'the ~ describe an essential property of N. 

Donnellan also shows that if it is stipulated that a name is to be used as a 

rigid designator, the consequence would be that such stipulations would not give 

rise to any knowledge other than oflinguistic matters and so not to any knowledge 

a priori. In this connection, Donnellan distinguishes between knowing that a certain 

sentence expresses a truth and knowing the truth a/what is expressed by a sen

tence. A person, for example, may know from his German speaking friend that a 

certain German sentence expresses a truth, but unless he can know what the sen

tence means he would not be able to know the truth that the sentence expresses. 

For Donnellan, when we stipulate that a name is introduced as a rigid designator 

and associate it with a description, which fixes its reference, we can know a priori 

that the sentence expressing the relation of identity between them expresses a truth, 

but cannot know a priori the truth of what the sentence expresses. From the stipu

lation, for example, that 'Neptune' is introduced as the name (a rigid designator) 
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Kripke rejects the positivist doctrine that logical necessity is the only type 

of necessity and emphasizes on the notion ofmetaphysical necessity. The notion of 

metaphysicalnecessityconcerns the metaphysical structure ofthe world. The things 

or the substances rigidIy designated by the names also has a rigid metaphysical 

structure, and therefore, for Kripke, some of the attributes are possessed by them 

essentially, while some other possessed by them contingently. This is the doctrine 

called essentialism. Such a doctrine has to face two major difficulties among oth

ers; (i) whether the notion of rigid metaphysical structure (or essence) make any 

sense, and (ii) even if it makes any sense at all how can it be recognized. 
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LANGUAGE: NATURE AND FUNCTION - INDIAN PERi~CTI~i .. ,~~., 
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MAHESHWAR MISHRA 

Before elucidating nature and function of language in Indian Perspective, I would 

like to say something about language in nutshell. Language is a mode of communi

cation through speech. It is that human expression, which is uttered by speech 

organ. It is the best means of self-expression. It is through language that human 

beings express their thoughts, desires, emotions, feelings, store (their) knowledge, 

transmit their message, transport knowledge and experience from one person to 

another, from one generation to another. It is through language that human beings 

interact. It is language again that yokes present, past and future. 

Language reveals itself like a livingand well adorned wife to her husband.\ 

Language is an important tool, which not only distinguishes man from the animals 

but also mediates human knowledge. Each and every knowledge about anything 

comes to us only and only through language. In the west, it was Aristotle who 

establ ished the classical view of man as a being who has language. Nowadays, the 

western scholars have begun to study the conception of language. Language is 

essential to study language from within. A new name or term has been coined by 

the western scholars as 'metalanguage', whichstudiesabout the nature of language.' 

J.G. Herder and W.v. Humboldt are regarded as the founders of modern western 

Iinguisticscience. The theory propoundedbythem isknown as idealisticconception 

of language. Eminent philosophers like Kant andHegel also made critical study of 

language. Accordingto Hegel language isthe mediumthrough which the subjective 

spirit mediates with the beings of objects. J In the 20th century it is Ernest Cassirer 

who expanded the concept of language which includes the natural sciences, the . 

humanities and all cultural activities of human being. He opines that the main 

feature of language is that it finds within itself its own criterion for truth and mean

ing. But his view is narrow- because he presupposes that language, art and religion 

are parallel forms of representation". The difficulty occurs due to the fact that all

human knowledge is encompassed within language, hence art and reiigion can't be 
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a separate form of language, rather its existence is due to within language. So, 

Cassirer 's view is not tenable. 

The contemporary conception of Iinguistic thought has restricted the mean

ing of language to the printed word or material only and then it analyses for one to 

one correspondence with objective real ity, It has reduced the language to the ut

tered word only against the concept of idealistic thinkers. K. Klostennaier rightly 

observes that the approach of Iinguistic thought sees the word only as a carrier of 

information and basically studies those aspects of language that a computer can 

store and retrieve ... The Spoken word contains many dimensions that are inacces

sible to the computer: dimensions we perceive when we labour to produce the right 

words for a thought; when we find ourselves struck by the appropriateness of a 

great poet's language; or when we rejoice in coining a word that seems to express 

uniquely what we fee is .These days the computer Iike function oflanguage is highIy 

regarded but modern linguists prefer to consign all other dimensions of the word to 

the unreality of a mystic silence". They say that either the word is factual and 

scientific in its referent or it is mystical and it has not real function in life. If we 

bifurcate and divide language into such a division then the modern man is deprived 

of its fullness and this of reality is such aspect which language in all its dimensions 

can manifest in its fullness. 

If we come across to the study of language in lndian perspective then it is 

found that Indian linguistic speculations started by the Hindus before the advent of 

recorded history, beginning, with the Vedic hymns, which is said to be 3000 yrs 

old? Indian thinking about the language was never restrictive. Indian sages and 

seers accept that all aspects of the world and human experiences were thought of 

as illuminated and manifested only by language. Indian tradition postulates and 

presupposes that language contains both phenomenal and metaphysical d imen

sions. It is interesting to note here that in a hymn of Rg-veda a semi technical 

vocabulary is seen to be developed to deal with such linguistic matters like lan

guage composition, inspiration, illumination etc". Indian thinkers paid equal care 

and attention to the inner (metaphysical) and the outer (phenomenal) aspects of 
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language. Indian thinkers did not commit any mistake, which the w~~r\,thin,l.~r~ ;:- / I 

had done about the language speculation. Indians did not accept or"'~-_ 

guage only to the factual referents, neither had they devaluated the meanings of 

human words that language ends up as obscure mysticism". The great Grammar

ians like Panini and Maharshi Patanjali along with the etymologists like Yaska 

were main who were and clearly concerned with human speech in the everyday 

empirical world. But apart from the empirical world they also studied language 

from metaphysical point ofview.The great Indian exponent and father ofl inguistic 

trend, Bhartrihari,starts his book Vakyapadiya with a metaphysical question about 

the nature and origin of language in relation to Brahaman but after a quarry he 

explored technical grammatical points involved in the day to day use of language!". 

The potentiality of language lies in dealing with common human things 

along with the metaphysical ground of creativity, It is clear and distinct perspec

tive of Indian thinkers in comparison to the western counterparts that the Indian 

are more insightful and more encompassing than them. It can be seen or observed 

here in the saying of Mr. Klostermairer: 

'The great creative geniuses ofIndia, men like Gautam Buddha or Shankara, took 

care to explain their thought not as creation but as a retracing of forgotten eternal 

earth. They compared their activity to the clearing an overgrown ancient path in 

the jungle, not to the making of a new path'II. 
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I.	 Language and meaning are manifested and widely distributed by the seers 

and sages. They saw and heard with clear understanding that the self-re

vealing language provides deep intuitions. 

II.	 The man who does not see language due to his ignorance and obstruction 

for him it is hidden, mysterious and looked at and listened to wrongly and 

without any clear understanding ". The particular hymn of the Veda says 

that the nature and function of language is to manifest the meaning of 

things. The language has been identified here with Brahman. It has been 

accepted that there are as many words as there are manifestation of the 

divine!'. This type of view continued in the later Granthas of the Hindus. 

In the Upanishad speech has been termed as Brahman". 

Suprisingly, a good sense of equality is seen in the Brahmanical scriptures and 

that of the Christians where both accept that in the beginning the word itself was 

god which was with him. It is supposed here that speech and the divine co-exist. 

But there is a note of significant difference also that Christianity conceives an 

absolute beginning of order when God speaks and through His speaking creates':' 

but the Brahmanical view accepts in a cyclic concept of creation with not absolute 

beginning. It asserts on the cyclic view of creation and dissolution and after each 

dissolution a seed is left out of which the next cycle originates. The nature of the 

seed is described as divine word. Different symbols are used to indicate the divine 

nature of speech. The Vedas take language as daivik vak. 

According to Maharshi Aurobindo Ghosh the language of the Veda is 

rhythm not composed by the intellect but heard, a divine word that came vibration 

out of the infinite to the inner audience of the man who had previously made him

self it tor the impersonal knowledge". 

Indian concept of language was contained in seed form in the Vedas but it was 

developed in its full form and entirety in the Pratisakhyas, which mention rules for 

language. In old Indian tradition language is thought to be truly and most fully 

experienced and received in its verbal or oral form. The written word has been 

accepted as a secondary thing, which was developed for heuristic teaching pur-
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pose. it is said that written words are tools for the people who can 0t.remel1~Jt~ IJ 
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the texts by heart. The Pratisakhyas are important for preserving the 0 t~ver ., ..: 
form in its pure formofpresentation. Indian tradition accepts that language is alive 

only when it is spoken. The Vedictexts require the ability and potentiality to speak. 

Indian view laysstress on the spoken form of language. It has been said that think

ing is internal speaking; writing is a coded recording, which does not perfectly 

represent all the nuances of the spoken word. Writing is always secondary. Indian 

and modern western views about the relationship betweenwritten and spoken lan

guage is quite contrast. In modern context the earliest available manuscript is 

searched out and then it is used as the criterion to verify the text oftoday. It is done 

so because due to human failings, errors which may not be present in the old and 

earlier manuscript. The modern critic points out that the old texts were preserved 

and conveyed to one generation to another inoral transmission form and it is modi

fied by the people of the day keeping in mind the time, space and requirements. 

The method and process of oral transmission is unreliable due to incompleteness 

and inability to carry forward the original texts in its pure and unchanged form". 

But, contrary to western view in India Pratisakhyas maintained pure oral 

presentation of the Vedas through many years from generation to generation, un

der the strict supervision of learned and wise teachers in unbroken oral tradition. 

This custom was not dead. It makesclear, distinct and correct speaking ofthe word 

a living language. Western magnum opium on Indians scriptures does not repre

sent true language. It can be said that books in written forms can not be termed as 

true knowledge in strict sense of the word. From Indian point of view such type of 

knowledge represents only for uneducated persons. The Pratisakhyas are training 

rules for the oral learning of languages, which preserves the Vedic word in its pure 

form. 

The study ofgrammarand the concept of languageoccupy pivotal place in 

Indian thought continues tradition from the Vedic age to the present one. The first 

postulates and formation ofSanskrit grammar is found in the earliest Pratisakhyas. 

Sanskrit occupied a dominant and prominent place as a language from the early 

age upto 1000 A.D. A regular grammar was evolved and developed during this 
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period. This was the natural and developed outcome of the spoken language". In 

Indian literature the Niruktaof Yaska is the oldest etymology. Panini came after 

Yaska and known as a great grammarian. Patanjali wrote important commentary 

on Panini's sutras. The main aim of the grammarians was to bring out the intended 

meaning. In the words of Yaska , it is to get the real meaning of an uttered word 2. 

The work of these grammarians put forward an attempt to discipl ine and explain 

the behaviour of a spoken language so that the intended and inner meaning may 

come out clearly without any obstruction. 

The Indian speculation of language started with the intended meaning of 

language. The prominent figures of Indian galaxy about the language are Mandan 

Mishra, Kumarila. Kaundabharta,Abhinava Gupta, etc. But undoubtedly Bhartrihari 

occupies the apex position among all. Bhartrihari in his book Vakyapadiya has 

conceived the outer word form to be united with the inner meaning. He propounded 

the Spho t a theoryof language. The term Spho t a originates from the word 'Sphuta' 

meaning to burst forth. Spho t a is the idea that bursts out or flashes on the mind 

when a sound is uttered". 

The germ of Spho t a theory of language can be traced out in the early 

Vedic period, where speech was taken as a manifestation of the all pervading 

Brahman. The mantra AUM is regarded as the primordial speech sound form and 

it is from this all forms of vak are said to have evolved. At the very outset of 

Vakyapadiya , Bhartrihari restates these very teachings as the foundation for his 

own thinking". The unitary Sphota is manifested as a series of uttered sounds. 

which are the tools of expression and communication. The manifestation may vary 

in form and style from man to man, place to place and time to time. but it is a truth 

that it is expressed throughout. Bhartrihari's treatment of language is quite different 

based on Sphota. According to his theory of language. the Sphota the meaning 

whole, is something over and above the uttered or written letters". It is clear that 

the individual letter sounds vary with the speaker but there lies a feature which is 

common to all speakers that letters are uttered only for the purpose ofmanifesting 

the changeless Sphota which resides within the speaker and it is present within 
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the consciousness of every hearer in potential form. The exression .~ simply /i 
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various outer manifestations of the one internal Sphota. The ~~S~i~f'~ 

communication has been clearly explained in the following way-

At first the word exists in the mind of the speaker as a Sphota when he 

utters it, he produces a sequence of different sounds so that it appears to have
I 

differentiation. The hearer, although first hearing a series of sounds, ultimately 

perceives the utterance as a unity - the light bulb coming on image of the cartoon. 

Experience of the hearer is his mental perception of the same Sphota with which 

the speaker began, and it is then that the meaning of the word first seen by the 

speaker is also known by the hearer. Contrary to the other theories, Bhartrihari's 

view is that meaning is not conveyed from the speaker to the hearer, rather, the 

spoken words serve only as the stimulus to reveal the meaning which was already, 

present in the mind of the hearer". 

The essential idea of the speech is a given something which is inherently 

present in the speaker's consciousness and in the consciousness of each and every 

person. The speaker at first moment of its revealation is'completely nabbed into 

the unitary idea. But when the speaker starts to evaluate the idea with an eye to its 

communication he has withdrawn himself from the first intimate unity with the 

ideaand now experiences it in a two fold ways.On the one way it contains objective 

meaning, which the speaker seeks to communicate and on second way it has words 
\ 

and phrases that will be utterd. These two aspects are known as word-sound and 

word-meaning, i.e. Dhvani and artha. According to Bhartrihari these two aspects 

are differentiated in the mind butare integrated part, which constitutes the Spho t a. 

Bhartrihari gives emphasis on revealatory function of this two aspects unity. In his 

opinion the Spho t a is eternal and inherent inconsciousness", At once it cannot be 

grasped, but when repeatedly uttered or used different words in attempting to com

municate the same idea then clear and distinct cognition of Sphota is cognized. 

Ultimately, the hearer has complete and clear cognition of the entire Sphot a and 

its two aspects. It has been described by Bhartihari as an example of special per

ception. In a specific sense Sphota may be defined as the transcendent ground in 
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whioh ~poken syllables and the conveyed meanings are united. Mandana Mishra 

also illustrates Bhartirihai'stheory of Sphota with the analogy ofajeweJer who 

examines the genuineness of precious stone. 

Now, it is clear from the above discussion that according to Bhartrihari 

language functions on at least two levels. The first level is the intuitive tlashlike 

understanding of the meaning ofthe sentence as a whole and the second level is the 

uttered sounds which go together to constitute the sent~nce. The latter is known as 

outer speech (vaikhari vak) and the former is known as inner speech (pasyanti 

vak), In between two levels there lies a middle speech know as madhyama vak. It 

represents the level of thought. Bhartrihari opines that language passes through 

these three levels wherever the speaker speaks. Bhartrihari says that the whole is 

prior to the parts and it results in an ascending hierarchy of speech levels, which 

ultimately is identified wdth Brahman. 

Language is a distinctive feature of human consciousness and a medium of 

all human knowledge and communication. Modern western trend of scientific study 

concentrates its attention on the outer words but lndian specu lation of language 

asserts that the nature of the language may be more complex and powerfu I. The 

oral base tradition and custom of language is significant to pave the way for further 

examination of language in lndian perspective. Now, it can be concluded that the 

primary unit of language is the meaning - whole and its physical manifestation as 

a series of uttered words is secondary. The uttered word has no independent entity 

apart from the sentence. The two aspects of dhvani and artha are only differenti

ated in the buddlii and yet they are integrated like two sides ofa same coin consti

tute the Sphota. Meaning is communicated by the progressive revealation of the 

inherent vakya-Sphota as the padas are uttered. Thus, it is clear and evident that 

the oral emphasis on the Indian approach to language has remarkably shaped the 

kind of grammar and philosophy of language that has developed. 
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TOWARDS A SEARCH FOR HUMAN UNITY 

BHASWATI BHATTACHARYA CHAKRABARTI 

The problem of 'human unity' has been considered from different perspectives, 

religious, cultural and political. Religious leaders who are worried about the prob

lem often think of a religious unity of mankind; sociologists being anxious over 

the problem of human unity talk of a cultural unity; politicians, when they feel 

tired ofpolitical whirlwind speak ofa political unity of all human beings. If, how

ever, we look back at the past, we find that the problem of human unity is not at all 

an altogether new problem and since from the Greek age till the modem period a 

numberofEuropean philosophers have considered this problem from a philosophical 

standpoint. The present paper is a humble attempt to analyze the notion of human 

unity from the viewpoint of some of these thinkers. 

By 'human unity is not meant obviously the physical unity, viz" the unity 

of existence of individuals belonging to different groups with different habits as 

well as different language and genes. It means the 'unity" of essence-the essence 

by which each individual is called a human being in spite of their innumerable 

differences. And the main point of concern is: how can this 'unity' be achieved? 

For a man is not perfect by nature and each and every individual mind is full of 

many deficiencies. So by which process is it possible to unite all these individual 

minds and thus to develop a group mind? An analysis of the long history of Greco

Christian thought shows that this goal can be achieved through perfection since 

man is perfectible though he is not perfect by nature. According to the Greeks, 

individual perfection leads ultimately to social perfection and thus human unity 

can be made possible by a lull exercise of rationality, a characteristic which 

distinguishes a human being from other animals. The rationality of a man becomes 

manifest in his speculative activity. So a man devoted to speculative act i, it! most 

fully realizes the nature of man since the intellect more than anything else is the 

man' And a man can live a speculative life only in so far as he can live like Gods. 

This type of perfection might be described as metaphysical perfection. And those 
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who think that an individual can achieve such sort of metaphysical perfection be

lieve also that a perfect individual can have union with the one. It is to be noted 

that by 'perfection' Aristotle and the early Stoics meant this sort of metaphys'ical 

perfection only. It has been emphasized by Aristotle that to perfect oneself is to 

achieve a specific end. And there must be such an end for man as such which is 

called by him, 'Eudemonia'or happiness. This good can be attained only by an 

exercise of man's speculative activity. By 'speculative activity', however, Aristo

tle meant contemplation and not theorizing. Activity, according to him, does not • 

imply actually doing anything; there is an activity of immobility also like that of 

thought. Now though in Aristotle we first find the idea of the perfectibility of 

human being yet he mentioned nothing about social perfection and human unity. It 

was in fact the early Stoics who started to think of a single society throughout the 

world and it were they who tried to show how individual perfection leads to social 

perfection. It is highly surprising to find out that Stoicism was in its early stage a 

doctrine, which had revolutionary import, a movement towards perfection in hu

man individual. The early Stoics thought of themselves as members of a single 

society, which is united by its conformity to reason. Zeno ofCitium, the founder of 

Stoicism (3~6b.c.-265b.c.) himself wrote a Politica (Republic) in which we find an 

emphasis on Universality. Zeno's "Republic' was a "world-state. which would 

govern all men without any distinction. It was supposed to be a completion of the 

ideal state, which Alexander had failed to complete because of his untimely death. 

It revealed a world-wide state, whose citizens were not of any particular country 

but of the universe. It was patterned not after local traditions but after universal 

nature; it had no lawssince there was no crime, no class system and no hatred: love 

was the master of this 'world-state. Zeno's 'Republic contained nothing corre

sponding to the Platonic classes; all its members had an equal responsibility of 

being fully rational. Merely in virtue of his perfect rationality, a stoic was a mem

ber of such an ideal state, a community of Sages as much as, for Plato, a philoso

pher governed his life by the law of the ideal republic. 

From 161h CenturyA.D., onwards, however, the outlook of the philosophers 

regarding the perfectibility of man had begun to change. From this period, we can 
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observe twe characteristics in their attitude. Firstly, emphasis has been given 011 

'" .
morel' pert'fc:tioQ and not on metaphysical perfection; and secondly. it has been 

held fro,i'16'I,'Century A.D that perfecting of the 'whole of mankind- rather than ._" 
the perfection of the individual ought to be the objective. Pietro Pornponazzi (16th 

Century A.D) in his book 'On the Immortality of the Soul did not deny that in so 

far as men can become god-like this can only be through the cultivation of their, 
speculative reason. What he did deny is that men can properly be described as 

'perfect only in so far as they are wholly devoted to the contemplative life. To be 

a philosopher-king or a Stoic sage, to make oneself worthy of eternal happiness, to 

achieve union with the one are regarded as too ambitious objectives. It has been 

pointed out by Pomponazzi that all men shou Id develop the practical intellect to its 

full perfection. By "practical intellect' is meant that intellect by which one is capa

ble of making or moral or political decisions. And perfection has been identified 

by Pomponazzi with moral or 'practical perfection'. 'As to the practical intellect. 

he wrote. 'which is proper to man. every man should possess it perfectly... For the 

whole would be most perfectly preserved ifall men were righteous and good, but 

not ifall were philosophersor smiths or builders.' By the 'whole' is meant 'mankind' 

or human race. What is novel in his approach is the emphasis given by him on the 

perfecting of the 'whole' - of mankind- rather than the perfecting of the individual. 

The individual is to be perfected only as part of the perfection of mankind. And if 

mankind as a whole is to be perfected then the ideal of perfection has to be set at a 

level which men can hope to achieve. To be god-like should not be the ambition of 

man. 

"The bliss of man is not to think or act beyond mankind." 

[Alexander Pope: "Essay on Man": Epistle I lines J 89-90] 

A human being should recognize the fact that he is neither god nor beast 

and. therefore, he shou Id remain satisfied with the perfection proper to him. All 

men can and ought to be of good character and this should be the objective of all 

human beings. Gradually bringing happiness to the fellow-beings has become the 

ideal of perfection. Perfection has been identified henceforth with disinterested 
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Now the question is: How this perfecting is to be brought about? It has 

been pointed out by John Locke and thinkers like David Hartley (1279 A.D) that 

all men can be perfected morally by education. Locke has argued, first, that there is. ; 

nothing in an individual to prevent him from being morally improved. Secondly, 

there are secular processes like the process of Education, by which the moral 

improvement of their fellow men can be brought about. Thirdly, it is possible for 

the secular reformers to perfect people by manipulating pleasure and pain. viz., the 

pleasure of reputation and pain of blame. We get a fully developed form of Locke

based perfectibilism in Hartley. 

"If beings of the same nature but whose affections and passions are, at 

present, in different proportions to each other, be exposed for an indefinite time to 

the same impressions and associations, all their particular differences will, at last, 

be overruled, and they will become perfectly similar, in a finite time, by a proper 

adjustment of the impressions and associations". [David Hartley: Observations on 

Man: Pt.LChap.1. 2 Prop.xiv.Car.6, in the SthEd.Yoll.pp.8S-S] 

Association tends to make us all ultimately similar. Thus given only that associa

tion is in good hands, human or supernatural, the operations of association can, 

and will, make all men happy. "If one is happy, all must.' 

It might be objected, however, that it is an absurd idea that by moral 

education all men can be perfected and, ultimately, a 'group mind' can be developed. 

For it is one thing to admit that by education human situation regarding knowledge 

or aesthetic achievement can be improved and it is quite another thing to admit that 

mankind as a whole can be perfected-net only in respect of some particular field 

but universally. So how can it be that only by education men could be perfected in 

such a way that once' a time must come when the common parent of mankind will 

cause wars to cease to the ends of the earth, when men shaII beat their swords into 

ploughshares'? The mere fact of human inventiveness rather shows that it is very 
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difficult to retain an optimistic attitude regarding human unity. 

'-. Now, if education is found to be ineffective in practice to develop a 'world-

state' or 'group-mind', then, is there no other process to perfect all human beings 

and thus to achieve 'human unity" as desired? It is to be emphasized here that this 

sort of human unity which ensues from moral perfection can be attained through 

an exercise of our rational will. This is not an impossible task for us though to 

practice it, one must admit, is highly difficult. And perhaps this can be done within 

a consistent Kantian framework. To explain. According to Kant, pure reason has 

two aspects viz., theoretical and practical. As concerning knowledge the a priori 

principles of reason e.g., substance and attribute, cause and effect etc. are valid 

only within the world of phenomena. This world of phenomena is a purely me

chanical system. But in order to understand fully the phenomenal world; the pure 

theoretical reason must postulate certain ideas (viz., the ideas of the immortality of 

soul, freedom and of God) the objects of which transcend sense-experience. These 

ideas are not theoretically valid but their validity is practically established by pure 

practical reason. This pure practical reason does not yield speculative truth. but 

prescribes its principles dogmatically in the form of imperatives to the wiII. The 

will is itself practical reason, and thus it imposes its imperatives to the will, And 

our sense of duty springs from this rational will. It is morally necessary that we 

should believe otherwise would weaken our moral efforts. The perfectibility of 

society is a 'regulative idea' which must govern our conduct. On Kant's view. 

human beings as individual must content themselves with the reflection that man

kind, although not themselves as individuals, Will be perfected as a result of their 

efforts. For it is their moral duty to content themselves. According to Kant. perfec

tion implies much more than mere conformity to law.To be perfect means not only 

to do right things but also to act out of respect for moral law. A man must not do 

what is right or must not be benevolent to his fellow men out of his own interest 

but he must do it from a sense ofduty. Ifthus the rational will of a man determines 

his action then the end of an action will be nothing but humanity itself. An indi

vidual should use by no means the humanity of his own or any other fellow being 

for any interest other than promoting of humanity itself. And if the development of 
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humanity itself becomes the objective of the rational wiII of eac'tl,:anu every mat{
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then in this way it is possible ultimately to form a 'Kingdom of Ends:':The "King

dom of Ends' has been explained by him as "the union of different rational beings 

in a system by common laws'. It has been emphasized that in this kingdom such a 

community will be constituted by different rational beings in which the humanity 

of every other member wiII be realized and honoured. The" Kingdom of Ends' is, 

to some extent, analogous to the kingdom of nature. By the 'Kingdom ofNature' is 

meant the whole system of natural beings forming a unity in virtue of the laws of 

mutual action and reactions. The 'Kingdom of Ends' is like a 'Kingdom ofNature' 

in respect of being a unity, and a unity constituted by the presence ofm oral laws. 

But the latter is different from the former to the extent that its members are not 

things but persons and that its laws are not like those of the former uniformities of 

sequence but imperatives enjoining mutual consideration and respect. And in such 

an ideal realm men would behave as if they are individuals having a single mind 

and thus a 'group mind' could be developed. The realization of this unity and 

interconnectedness of all the human beings would become manifest in reverence 

for life, compassion and in a sense of universal brotherhood and thus there would 

prevaiI perpetual peace internally and externally. 
t 

But is it not a Utopian idea? Is it at all possible to form such a society as 

conceived by Kant? The answer would be that though Kant was not so optimist to 

fancy that such a kingdom is an ideal which could easily be realized yet he was not 

pessimistic enough to believe that this is a dream unrealizable forever. According 

to him, perpetual peaceas the goal ofhumanity isan idealnot merelyas a speculative 

Utopian idea or a daydream but as a moral principle, which ought to be, and there

fore, can be realized by all beings who want to proclaim themselves to be rational. 

If perpetual peace is a duty it must be necessarily deduced from the Categorical 

Imperative, viz., 'Act according to that maxim which can at the same time be re

garded as a universal law.' And to Kant it is a duty. This end of humanity is the 

evolution of man from the stage of mere self-satisfied animalism to a high state of 

civilization. Nature has given man reason and freedom of will and she has deter

mined that with the help of these powers and without the aid of instinct man shall 
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win for himself a complete development of his capacity and natural endowments, 

The natural capacities of human beings reach full development only in the race 

and not in the individual. "Justice will reign, not only in this state, but in the whole 

human race when perpetual peace exists between the nations of the world. But 

external perpetual peace pre supposes interna I peace- peace civiI. socia I. eco

nomic, religious. If men become perfect, how can there be war? And Kant de

mands to a certain extent, the moral regeneration of man", 

[Perpetual Peace: Immanuel Kant: Translated by M. Campbell Smith: Translator's 

Introduction.] 

As it is hoped by the illustrious sage of Konigsberg the ultimate result or 
man's moral regeneration will surely be the development ofa 'group mind', 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF MRINAL KANTI BHADRA
 

SANTOSH KUMAR PAL 

Professor Mrinal Kanti Bhadra (1929-2002) was one of 

the leading philosophers of our time. Prof. Bhadra, who 

is generally referred to as promoter of Phenomenology 

and Existentialism in India, was an academician of 

versatile genius. He was expert in continental philosophy, 

and studied and taught Phenomenology, Existentialism, 

and Hermeneutics. He was also interested in Logical 

Positivism, Marxism, Contemporary Indian Philosophy and Psychology. Another 

thing, which was very characteristic of him, is that he was well-conversed in 

literatures. He was a serious reader especially of Bengali, English and French 

literatures. As a teacher. Prof. Bhadra was very popular and inspiring. In what 

follows we shall makea very humbleattempt to appreciate some of his philosophical 

thoughts. 

Born in a critical phase of history Prof. Bhadra witnessed some of the 

epoch-making events at the global and national levels that have been instrumental 

in moulding his sensitive mind and intellect. He witnessed the rise and fall of 

Nazism, the Russian Revolution (and also its fall in the ninth decade of twentieth 

century), the victory of socialism in China, Vietnam, and Cuba and in other east 

European countries, and the freedom struggle of India, and the first and second 

phase experiments of communist movement in Inaia. He saw the horrors of World 

Wars,was deeply perturbedat the crisis of civilization. He beganto think ofmeaning 

and significance of our existence. And at that critical juncture he got a copy of 

Sartre's Being and Nothingness. The descriptive-phenomenological analysis of 

human existence of the text determined the journey of Prof. Bhadras thought. 

From his student-life he was influenced by the socialist constructions in different 

countries. He believed that both Marxism and Existentialism are concerned with 

the problems of alienation. Like Sartre, Prof. Bhadra was convinced that Marxism 
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is the only philosophy of hope for the toiling humanity. But the totalitarian ap

proach of the Communist parties was cause of concern for both of them. Both 

argued that individual autonomy and choice must somehow be preserved in build

ing a sound social ist society. 

Another aspect of Bhadras philosophy is that he did not like mere 

intellectual abstractions; he always tried to base philosophy on concrete lived 

experiences. And here we find the influence of life-world phenomenology. Tt is 

evident from his endeavour to culture philosophy in mother tongue. He practised 

philosophy from a neutral, presupposition less position. However, if we consider 

his vision of existentialism, we would find that Prof. Bhadra presented apparently 

complex and somewhat elusive notions in a lucid manner maintaining accuracy of 

thought. He dedicated himself to remove the difficulties often felt in grasping the 

ideas and principles ofphenomenology and existentialism. He has been instrumental 

in narrowing the gap between analytic philosophy and phenomenologico

existentialism. And this is amply evident in his writings, especially in his books A 

Critical Study of Sartre s Ontology of Consciousness and A Critical Survey of 

Phenomenology and Existentialism. 

Prof. Bhadra's first book on Sartre's ontology of consciousness is based 

on his PhD dissertation submitted at the University of Oklahoma, USA. This book 

has been highly appreciated by the intellectual circle (and it may be mentioned 

here that Simon de Beauvoir has also applauded Prof. Bhadra's analysis vide a 

correspondence). In this work he successfully refuted the allegation that Sartres 

ontology ofbemg-for-itselftpour soi) and being-in-itself (ell-so i) commits the age

old fallacy of Cartesian dual ism. Prof. Bhadra persuasively argues that Sartre rec

ognizes being-for-itself and being-in-itself for what they are, namely abstraction 

from the fundamental reality, which is, accordingly, being-in- the- world. Man, on 

Sartre's ontology, is a being-in-the world. He contended that the charge that Sartre 

is a rationalist of the Cartesian type as he interprets all aspects of life with the help 

of all if priori dualistic ontology is utterly false. Sartre never accepts being-for

itselfand being-in-itselfas innate ideas. And we should remember that Prof. Bhadra 

has shown that the basic category is being-in-the-world. 
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hi this book on ontology of consciousness Prof. Bhadra has made an attempt to 

clear the ambiguities of Sartre's notion of consciousness as nothingness. The logi

cal positivists, like Ayer, goes far to declare that Sartre misused the word 'not', 

which is actually a logical sign of indicating the absence of something, by trans

forming it into some sort of entity. But any sympathetic commentator could see 

that Sartres characterization of consciousness as nothingness is nothing wrong. 

To reveal the exact meaning of the word Prof. Bhadra considers five meanings of 

'nothingness': 

(i) Consciousness is not an object. 

(ii) Consciousness is empty. 

(iii) Consciousness is not a substantial entity. 

(iv) Consciousness is the nihilation of its objects. 

(v) Consciousness is not what it is. 

As Prof. Bhadra explains, the first sense, as noted above, of vnothingness" 

reminds us ofthe fact that consciousness is not an object, it is different from object 

which is self-complete in itself, likean. ink-well. Consciousness being a project or 

possibility is always in the making, going to be something. As we all agree, 

difference is also a kind of negation, to refer to this phenomenon we could very 

well make an emphatic use of "not". When in the second sense consciousness is 

characterized as nothingness, Sartre intends to say that it has nothing in it, and it is 

the direct illumination of things. In the third sense Sartre has reminded us that 

consciousness is not substantial, it is non-substantial absolute. In the fourth sense 

it is implied that consciousness by nature is nihilation, and in turn creates the lack

of an object. As counted by Prof. Bhadra, the fifth sense ofvnegation" points to the 

fact that consciousness is the desire of something to be realized, which is also its 

own possibility. And to say that consciousness is a possibility is to indicate that it 

is free, capable of negating the present state to bring about its future. 

Thus we find how nicelyProf. Bhadra makessense of the apparently bizarre 

notions of existentialism. He rightly points out that all the above senses finally 

coalesce inthe idea of consciousness as lack, infected with unending possibi Iities. 

It may be added here that there is someambiguity inthe very nature ofconsciousness 
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itself, and as such it ishardly possible todescribe it in socalled "logical" language. 

Similarly, the book, A Critical Survey ofPhenomenology and Existentialism 

(published by rCPR in association with Allied Publishers) is another evidence of 

Bhadra's depth of understand ing. AIthough the book is expository, meant for the 

students and general readers, the author has made an honest attempt to clear off 

some criticisms made from the analytic camp. With a view to narrowing the gap 

between the analytic camp and the continental camp, he, in the chapter on critical 

appraisal of Husserls transcendental phenomenology, compares some concepts 

with that of Wittgenstein. Husseri is accused of being solipsist in his theory of 

transcendentalism. To make sense of this notion Prof. Bhadra refers to Wittgenstein, 

who upheld that "I" in "1 think" does not denote any object. "I" is never an observable 

object any more than the eye is a visual object. One may wonder whether such 

comparison could truly represent the situation. But it couId be seen that such attempts 

help analytic philosophers to tone down their voice and showed some sympathy 

onto continental philosophy. 

Again, Bhadra's analysis of human ontology reveals a brilliant analysis of 

the modes of our existence. According to him, our existence can be understood in 

terms of four basic categories, and these are being-in-the-world, being-with-oth

ers, being-for-oneself and being-towards-a-goal. That means, man is a being-in

the- wor Id-w ith-others-with-being-for-onese If-hav ing-a -being-toward s-a-goa I. 

Needless to say, this is undoubtedly an excellent delineation of the modes of hu

man existence. As already hinted, there is a sphere where Prof. Bhadra has affinity 

with Sartre's viewpoint: Both were sympathetic to Marxism. but are equally critical 

of its Stal inist face. 

As we see, Sartre in his Being and Nothingness advocated for complete autonomy 

of man. But such advocacy seems to go against any collective constructions. And 

Sartre was vehemently criticized for his too much emphasis on individual autonomy. 

He responded to those criticisms in his lectures Existentialism and Humanism. 

later in his book Critique ofDialectical Reason and through periodicals. Anyhow, 
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against our attempt to reduce it to mere dogma. Like Sartre, Pro('Bhadra was 

worried of the inhuman totalitarian face Communist movements. Both of them 

held that some kind of individual autonomy must be admitted so that a balanced 

ideal society could be established. While discussing Sartre's evaluation of Marx

ism, Prof. Bhadra reiterated that Marxism has to take into account the mediations, 

which are directed to supplement the economic base with concrete actions, it has 

to study the structures of each level in different societies and at different times 

before reducing all of them to the formula of base and superstructure. Notwith

standing, he does not hesitate to declare that Sartre has not been fully successful in 

reconciling the individual with the society,even in Critique ofDialectical Reason. 

Besides, Prof. Bhadra's versatile genius is evident in his supervision of 

M.Phi!. and Ph.D. dissertations. Although he moved in and around western 

philosophy, he never underestimated the rich heritage of Indian Philosophy and 

culture. He was particularly interested in the philosophies of Sri Aurobindo and 

Rabindranath.It seemsthat hewas interested in lookingat Indian philosophythrough 

the eyes of Enlightenment. 

Life and Works of Prof. Mrinal Kanti Bhadra 

Bom in 1929 at Siddhipasa village in Jessore (now in Bangladesh), Mrinal Kanti 
Bhadra had his school education in village and Calcutta. 

•	 Education: 

1.	 Passed Matriculation from Lohagorah Judunath Academy, Jessore. 

2.	 Passed the B.A. with Honours in Philosophy from Scottish Church College,
 
Calcutta in 1949.
 

3.	 Obtained the M.A. in Philosophy from Calcutta University in 1959. 

4.	 Made his Ph.D.,on the Philosophy of Sartre from the University of Okla

homa, USA in 1971. 
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•	 Teaching: 

1.	 Taught atBankura Christian College as Lecturer in Philosophy from 1952 to 
1957. 

2.	 Then at Bangabasi College, Calcutta from 1957 to 1968. 

3.	 Joined the UniversityotBurdwan as one of the founder-teachers in 1962,served 
its Dept. of Philosophy till retirement in1994. In the last phase of his service
tenure he became Vivekananda Professor (1978-94). 

4.	 Served the State University College at Buffalo, New York (1970-71) as Asst. 
Professor while he was in USA for research study on leave (1969-71). 

5	 Served Rabindra Bharati Universityand Calcutta University as Part-timeGuest 
Faculty. 

•	 Visiting Assignments: 

1.	 Visited different universities of East Germany on an exchange programme in 
1981. 

2.	 Visited different universities of India as National Lecturer during 1985-86. 

3.	 Visited University of Rajshahi, Bangladesh on invitation to Philosophy 
Seminar of Bangladesh. 

4.	 Worked as the President, Metaphysics and Epistemology Section of the 56th 

session of IPe. 

•	 Research Supervision: 

Supervised research activities of a number ofM.Phil. and PhD scholars. 

•	 Publications: 

•	 Books: 

I.	 A Critical Study of Sartre's Ontology of Consciousness, B.U. Publication, 
1976 \ 

I	 Astivad : Jean-Paul Sartrer Jivan 0 Sahitya , S.U. Pub., 1988 

3.	 A Critical Survey of Phenomenology and Existential ism, ICPR-AII ied, 1990 

4.	 Astivad 0 Manavatavad (Tran. ofSartre' s Existentialism and Humanism). 
B.U.Pub.1991 

5.	 Nltividya, S.U. Publication, 1991 
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6.	 Kanter S'uddha Prajiiar Vichar , B.U. Publication, 1997
 

7.	 Satta 0 Sunyata (Tran. of Sartre's L 'Etre et Ie Neant in two volumes),
 
Bijnapanparva, 2000
 

8.	 Vivamisa (Tran. ofSartre's novel La Nauseel Bijnapanparva 

9.	 Jean-Paul Satrer Galpa, Bijnapanparva 

10.	 Maks ika (Tran. ofSartre's dramaLes Mouchesl Bijiiapanparva 

Articles in Journals/ Anthology: 

1.	 Rejection of Metaphysics: Analysis and Existentialism. Indian Philosophical
 
Quarterly, 1963
 

2.	 Existential Psychoanalysis:ItsVarious Forms, Samiksa( Journal of Psycho
analytical Society) 1968
 

3.	 Sartre on Consciousness and Negation, B.U. Journal of Humanities, 1969
 

4.	 Social Relevance of Philosophy, Proceedings of IPe, 1973
 

5.	 Self as Purpose: An Existential Analysis,Self, Knowledge and Freedom (Eds. 
J.N. Mohanty and SPBanerjee), 1978
 

6.	 Kalidas Bhattacharyya's View of Freedom and Ex.istential Thought. The Phi
losophy ofKalidas Bhattacharyya (Ed. Daya Krishna) 

7.	 Sartre's Theory ofConsciousness, Journal ofthe Indian Academy ofPhifoso

phy, 1973
 

8.	 The Concept of Body-Subject, Visva Bharati Journal of Philosophy, 1982
 

9.	 Karl Marx's Vision of Ideal Society, Visva Bharati Journal of Philosophy,
 
1984
 

10.	 Phenomenology of Social Reality,Visvabharati Journal of Philosophy, 1985 

II.	 Existentialism and Religious Belief, Samiksa , 1975 

12.	 Constraints and Constructions in Philosophy, Rabindra Bharati Journal of
 
Philosophy, 1984
 

13.	 Human Existenceand Being,Prajna (Utkal University Joumalof'Philosophy),
 
1987
 

14.	 Human Existence and Body, Darshan-Manjari (B.U. Journal of Philosophy),
 
1988
 

15.	 An Ontology of Freedom, Freedom, Transcendence and Identity. 1988
 

16.	 Existentialism and Value Analysis, Darshan-Manjari ( B.U. Journal of Phi

losophy), 1989
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17.	 Phenomenology and Scepticism, Proceedings ofthe Seminar on Scepticism. 
Visvabharati, 1988 

18.	 Radhakrishnan on Intellect and Intuition. Proceedings of the Seminar on the 
Philosophy of Radhakrishnan, 1989 

19.	 An Attempt for the Reconstruction of Metaphysics, Jadavpur Univ. Journal 
of Philosophy, 1991 

20.	 On Mohanty's Conception oflntentionality. The Philosophy ofProfessor IN 

Mohanty. 1991 

21	 The Social and Political Philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre, Society and Change, 
1981 

22.	 Tagore's Conception of Man and Society, Culture ofBengal through the Ages, 

1988 

23.	 Dissociation, Reduction and Subjectivity, Journal ofICPR, 1992 

24.	 Existential ism and the Freedom of Women, Her Story, 1985 

25.	 Yivekananda and Western Philosophy, Vivekananda Centeno;y Volume, j 963 

•	 In Bengali: 

26.	 S'unyta.Chetana 0 Astivacl, Prabandha Patrika, 1960 

27.	 Astivader Dristitc Nar i , Prabaudha Patrika, 1961 

28.	 Rabindranath 0 Adhunik Darshan, Prabandha Patrika, 1961 

29.	 Astivad 0 Nari-Sv adh i nata, Prabandha Patrika, 1962 

30.	 Sartrer Darshane Manavatavad, Prabandha Patrika, 1962 

31.	 Achen a 0 Arthah Inata: Albert Ca mur Darshan, Nandan, 1963 

32.	 Sartrer Sahityatattva, Nandan, 1964 

33.	 Sartre, Saruajtantra 0 Svadh i nata. Parichay, 1966 

34.	 Sartrer Dvandik Yuktir Vichar, Parichay, 1968 

35.	 Satrer Svadh i natatattva, La Poise, 1975 

36.	 Sartrer Chhotogalpa, Suksari, 1976 

37.	 Jean-Paul Sartrer N i titattva, Jijnasa, 1982 

38.	 Bangladesher Darshancharcha, Jijnasa, 1986 

39.	 S' abda, v akya 0 Artha: Aki Astivad i SamI ks a, Jijnasa, 1982 
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40.	 Kalidas Bhattacharyer Darshan.SvadhTnatal' Sattavad, Jijnasa, 1987 

41.	 Radhakrishnaner Darshan: Akti Sam! ks a, Jijnasa, 1988 

42.	 Vijuktitattva:Marx, Sartre 0 Rabindranath, Jijnasa, 1985 

43.	 Rbindradarshane Vijuktitattva, Bangladesh Darshan Patrika, 1986 

44.	 Astivad 0 Mulyavi s' les all, Darshan 0 Pragati, Bangadesh, 1987 

45.	 Fraed i ya Tattva 0 Bangl akabita, Adhunik Bangia Kabita: Vichar 0 
Visleshan, 1981 

46.	 Joan 0 Vis'v as, Darshan,.1957 

47.	 Siks a 0 Buddhijibi Prasange Antonio Gramshi, Parichay, 1992 

48.	 Astivad i Darshaner Patabhurnik a, Darshan 0 Samaj, 1987 

49.	 Kierkegaarder Darshan (1), Darshan 0 Samaj, 1987 

50.	 Kierkegaarder Darshan (2), Darshan 0 Samaj, 1988 

51.	 Heideggerer Darshan (I), Darshan 0 Samaj, 1988 

52.	 Descartes 0 Husserler Darshan: Paddhati 0 Anudhyan, Tattva 0 Prayog, 
1990 

53.	 HiumerDarshan 0 Husserl, Tattva 0 Prayog, 1993 

54.	 Jagadish Gupta: Astivader Aloke, Jagadish Gupta: JTban 0 Sahitya, 1993 

Professor Bhadra breathed his last on 81h June 2002, leaving behind a galaxy 

of successful students, researchers and admirers. 
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SECULARISM AND SPIRITUALISM: AN APPRAISAL 

81 JAYANANDA KAR 

The term 'secular' stands for the involvement with the affairs of this world, as 

against conveying any thing: sacred or spiritual. It is not concerned with religion. 

It has, accordingly, no interest with ecclesiastical or monastic order. Thus, by being 

secular, one is committed at least neither to have belief on a particular religion as 

against other religion/religions nor having any affective attitude with religion as 

such. A secularist's interest becomes confined to the worldly phenomena and no 

visionary speculation concerning supra-empirical transcendental sense of divinity 

or hell is ever included in his framework. He remains bound to look into the world

affairs and to contribute his role within that frame of reference with his own ability 

as far as possible. The welfare of others is, of course, looked into by him along 

with his own betterment. In this sense, within secular trend, morality is compre

hended and is also operated. Any transcendental and spiritual coating of moral 

sense is not needed for a secularists This is the manner in which secularism has its 

sanctioned use. 

From this point ofview, a secularist is clearly different from a spiritualist. 

who opts for spiritual realisation or attainment that is far remote from worldly 

existential status. Such a move for pure transcendence is rated as not simply higher 

than the worldly states but that is solely considered as value par excellence and the 

worldly mortal existence is graded as considerably low in valuational scale. 

However, some moderate spiritualists, in this context, offer a stand which, 

prima facie, appears to be not belittling the value of this worldliness. According to 

them, the role of one' s duty, obligation and other noble virtuous thought and action 

are not neglected and set aside in the socio-inlividual set-up. The concern about 

human welfare at the world ly sphere is, of course, important. Moral thoughts as 

well as actions in the worldly planeare, however, construed as means for the ultimate 

goal, i.e. spiritual elevation or attainment. Spirituality is accepted as the final end; 

but that never discards the material prosperity, bodily comfort and socio-rnoral 
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Conceding to this approach, attempt has been made in certain quarters to 

formulate a via media between cue opposite views like secularism and sacerdotalism. 

That may be designated as a modified or liberal form of spiritualism. It does not 

outright reject secular morality, but keeps a space for it within its belief-structure. 

But, conceptually this so-called reconciliatory move is not that clear as it 

appears to be at the outset. The term 'secular' has its origin in the western European 

tradition as diametrically opposed to both religion and theology on account of their 

spiritual leanings. The primacy of spiritual transcendence even to the neglect of 

morality at the socio-individual plane has caused considerable impediment for the 

free, open-textured investigation indifferent intellectual disciplines. Not only it 

has arrested intellectual growth, but it also has turned out to be grossly immoral 

and inhuman. In the name of religious supremacy, there has been persecution of 

many free and open-minded thinkers in course of the dark chapters of human his

tory, Crusade war, forcible religious conversion (either overtly or covertly), forci

ble killing of men and animals on the pretext of attaining religious success and 

reward are some of the gruesome instances which are noticed both in east and 

west. Philosophy, science and any variety of free enquiry have not been accepted, 

if those are found to move in different directions without acknowledging the higher 

status of the set raligio-spiritual foundation. Even the neutral outlook towards reli

gion and theology is not tolearted in certain quarters. 

So, during the period of enlightenment and reason, secularism is found to 

have been originated in west as a strong antidote against sacerdotal dogmas, 

prejudices and anti-social superstitions, With this background, it can be seen that 

there is virtually no scope for any sort ofconcilliation between the two standpoints. 

Religion is, more or less, bound by faith in the closed circuit and therein reason is 

at best admitted as its obsequious auxiliary, Secularism, on the other hand, is com

mitted to free flow of dispassionate rational inquiry. it has stoad for independent 

functioning ofmorality at the socio-human frame within the empiric world Iy plane. 
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It docs not find any justification for linking morality with Spirituality. The vary 

move of making morality as a means for spiritual and is self-defeating. Because 

thereby moral autonomy gets adverely affected. In this way, the theological over 

lordship over Social morality is not found to be rationally defensible. 

Secularism, despite its strong different stand from that of reiigion and 

spiritualism, is not in favour of a radical materialistic outlook either. It does not 

subscribe to the metaphysical position that matter alone is real (ultimately). It is 

held that the socio-individual needs and necessities have not to be ground by 

foundational materialistic Weltanschauung. The socio-individual harmony, mutual 

co-operation, understanding, peaceful co-existence and above all human concern 

arc not mere practical, prudential requirement; it has a deep-seated moral dimension. 

Moral awareness is not visionary in the sense of transcending humanity in the 

secular forum. that is why secularism has been viewed as a logical neighbour of 

humanism, meaning thereby that It implies the concern for humanity. 

It is notable that secularism is also not committed to embrace atheism. 

Because both theism and atheism arc prone to hold either positive or negative 

assertion concerning the supra-empirical realm of divinity. But a secularist, in order 

to be consistent to his stand, is not under any obligation to make any pronouncement 

about the transcendental, either positive or negative. Its concern is only with 

thisworldliness welfare or prosperity within that framework alone, without by

passing the socio-moral requirement. There may be change of a specific criterion 

in a changing situation or circumstance; but that does not dismantle the socio

moral fabric altogether and for any transcendental spiritual or material 

ontologization is, indispensable. 

There is another important facet of the theory of secularism. It stands not 

simply as opposed to religious dogmatism/ theological transcendentalism; it is meant 

to be relevant on various transactions made in the empirical plane. Socio- individual 

relationship varied types, inclusive of cultural, economic and political relevance 

are viewed in terms of secular perspective. the problems and issues that crop up in 

any such field arc dealt with a secular background. Particularly, in the western 
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world, almost after the downfall of monastic rule and adoption of constitutional 

fora of governance based on democratization, in some form or other secularism 

has become well established in the political circle. Religious institutions, its core 

beliefs and age-old traditions are not, however, rooted out; but their interference in 

matters of socio-political concern is least entertained. The decision made in that 

level is, by and large, determined by the secular outlook. 

After independence. India has made its political identity in terms of a 

democratic sovereign republic, with the formation ofa constitution in which there 

is later the clear acceptance of secularism (vide 42 Amendment). Pandit Nehru, the 

first Primne Minister of India has opted for secularism with full earnest. India is 

declared as a secular state, as distinctly opposed to a theocratic form of government. 

Indian democratic set-up, it is held, is not to entertain any religious interference in 

matters of socio-political decision. Secularism thus stands, in the context of India, 

for equi-disfance from any religious formulation - a stand not very much different 

from the adoption of secularism that is found in currency in the western front. The 

implication of 'equi-distance' from religion does not suggest that the government 

is to suppress all religions and to advocate a strong negative, policy towards them. 

Rather, a secular government only insists that its socio-political decision must be 

free from religious interference. Politicfll functioning must not be supervened by 

any religious authoriality A citizen isto be equallytreated irrespectiveofhis affinity 

Co any religion or to no religion. 

But, so far as the use and application of the theory of secularism at the 

practical front is concerned, there is found to be glaring incoherent move in the 

Indianpoliticalscenario. For instance,thoughsecularismisadopted inthe theoretical 

structure of the constitution, actually during the present age, any elected political 

party or its leader does not hesitate to join hands with other party or its leader in 

order to retain or capture power.Not only from the ideological point of view such 

partieshave nothingincommon,butalso it is noticedthat while one overtly professes 

secularism, the other openly supports for the cause of a particular group or com

munity. For unprincipled political expediency, alliances are formed to have the 
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government by coalition. The implicit aim for such coalition is to gain power. 

The stability of the coalition government is not necessarily due to its 

efficiency or popularity. In moat cases it enjoys the fuII term because each party 

therein and members therein do not want to loose power and other advantages. On 

many instances the secular principle of non-subordination to matters concerning 

reiigiontheological authority are found to have been set aside for a parochial political 

gain and the adherence to secular is only a lip-service. It only functions at the outer 

level and there is no genuine support for secular thought. Consequently the noble 

aim of democratic form of governance to ensure social justice and solidarity be

comes self-defeated. It is ridiculous that the political parties of either having dis

tinct pro or con attitude towards religion now claim themselves, with almost of 

equal force, as truly secular. 

Besides the rival, political groups, some commoners including educationists 

and other professionals have found it difficult to adopt secularism in Indian context. 

Some of them have become critical about the adoption of secu larism, as advanced 

by Pandit Nehru. They do not mind to pass a castigatory remark that Nehruvian 

secu jar model is fully unwarranted and outmoded in the Indian socio-pol itical sce

nario, mainly because of India's age-old traditional religio-cultural root. India is 

based by people of different religions with their specific belief-structures and dog

matic foundation. To inject into their psyche, a non-religious secular temper is 

neither easy nor practicable. There has to be 9 according to them, some sort of 

syncretic move to have a blend or harmonious compound between religion and 

secularism. Instead of sticking to the cleaning ofsecularism as 'equi-distance from 

religions', another version is proposed and that is known as equal respect to all 

religions (sarvadharrna-samabh ava). 

The plea that is advanced is that the multi-rei igious phenomenon is prone 

to rnutal conflict and hostility. State, in order to maintain peace and stabi Iity should 

not adopt coercive measures like fully banning all religious activities in the social 

sector. Through the passage of tine, religious beliefs and faiths have already been 

turned into part and parcel of social reality and, accordingly, the Indian Republic 
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tolerance need to be emphasized, instead of authoritative regimentation. It is with 

that background, the propagation of secularism in India can be meaningful. The 

essence of secular thought can be adopted taking due regard to the typical Indian 

situation and its age-old social status. In this way, an alternative use of the concept 

of secularism has been introduced, by way of attempting a harmony between reli

gion and secularism. 

Now, whether such device is pragmatically effective is not the main issue 

so far as the present conceptual probing is concerned. What is primarily sought 

hero is to see whether the alternative use of 'secularism' gives rise to conceptual 

clarity or its adoption is indispensableand logicallyvalid. Firstly,what is the ground 

of such combinationofreligionand secularism?In what way,does such combination 

exhibit and preserve the essence of secularism? If secularism has been built up 

with a distinct non-religious background, and that is the only standard use of the 

concept of secularism, then any attempt oflmputing religion within Its meaning

coptent would be surely Incongruous, Tochangethe basicmeaningvirtuallyamounts 

to non-use of the concept of secularism itself. If one is to safeguard the interest of 

religion by way of insisting on its privacy, then that by itself is not unacceptable. 

Anybody as a citizen is free to have his personal attitude, belief and freedom of 

choice. Secularism also approves that. It least Interferes with the personal element. 

But, there has been some misuse and misreadingoffreedom of religion. ln 

the name of privacy, certain moves are taken up by different religious groups, 

which are found to be not only mutually conflicting, but those create definite 

occasion for social unrest and indiscipline. On such occasion, political interference 

cannot be ruled out. Viewing this, secularism is kept apart from religion. So far as 

socio-political decisions and their implementations are concerned, the non

interference of religion/religions is insisted by a secularist .It is plainly because, 

the political move depends upon different factors concerning people or citizen in a 

wider frame. It is the religious authoriality ove.r state that is critically dealt with. It 
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is rile theocratic state that goes counter' to the secular state. Any religious stand 

cannot be the determining factor for the state-policy to be implemented. 

It seems that any kind of blending of the two concepts virtually points to 

both eating the cake and also to have it. It is at least palpably improper to use a 

concept completely in a different sense other than its in-buiItwell-established sense. 

Thus the very idea of religious secularism turns out to be self-discrepant and con

ceptually muddling. Such a move is not the use but rather abuse of secularism. 

Secularism, as hinted before, does not move for rooting out religion from 

the society with an iconoclast attitude. All that it insists for is the non-interference 

of religion in the affairs of state-politics. In the name of having religious freedom, 

in certain quarters, there is th: propagand ist movement leading to upgrad ing one's 

own religion and downgrading others in public. quite often, this gives rise to social 

disruption. A state cannot remain silent over this. In the name of equal respect to 

all religions, the so-called secular state cannot opt for non-interference over the 

issue. It may be noted, in this connection that both 'respect' and 'hatred' are emo

tionally charged value-loaded expressions. Secularism, as a state-policy. has been 

designed to treat varied social issues and problems objectively as far as possible, 

probing those both in their strength and weakness. The emotional overtone on 

either side is undesirable for free and open enquiry, so far as the functioning of 

state is taken into account. 

The pretext that. in Indian context, religious factor cannot be so ignored. 

seems to be not that binding. It is true that India today consists of citizens who are 

multi-religious, multi-racial, multi-lingual, multi-ethnic and so on. But, it is almost 

equally the case that there are many other countries that have opted for democratic 

form of governance are also found to have citizens of multi-farious groups. If the 

state-laws, its mode of operation are manageably well in order and the people 

therein are by and large disciplined, well conscious of social morality and civic 

duties/responsibi Iities, then the adoption of secular trend becomes not only effective 

in political affairs, it also becomes well tuned with other walks of socio-individual 

transactions. The very insistence of having a reiigious coating of secu larism on Iy 
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reveals that one is not prone to openness and freethinking. 

Moreover, it is worthy to note that in the present state-of-affairs, at least, 

the citizen of a country (India included) is not bound to adhere to a religion. He. 

without being irreligious. does not cling to any religion at all. He is, at the same 

time, a good citizen, being loyal to its different norms and objectives. This is not 

mere possibility but is true as a matter of fact. Many youngsters of our generation 

do not feel shy of overtly identifying them-selves as secular and not seriously 

having any sort ofreligious affinity. They do not insist to observe and practise any 

prescribed religious rules and regulations. In their case, secular outlook does not 

seem to have any necessarycompromise with religious bent of mind. Among them, 

quite often one gets the response to the question concerning religion as follows: 

"Well, we are born to a family being grouped and identified as of' X' reiigion. But 

we left to ourselves, are free from any religious beliefs whatsoever, we are just 

secular in our outlook and that is all". 

Hence, the argument that in Indian context secularism has to make 

adjustment with religion in some way or other does not appear to be that well

grounded. Such a supposition seems to be neither reasonable nor is shown to be 

that compelling as a matter of fact. But the irony is' that, in the present Indian 

context, under the plea of accepting equal treatment to all religions, the political 

leaders have, either in power or aspiring to get,power, come forward eagerly to 

make themselves associated with festivals and functions organised by differed 

religious communities to gain cheap popularity. Here appeasement with them is 

made solely with selfish motive and evil design to capture the vote-bank and to be 

in power, sacrificing the socio-political Justice. That means, under the garb of 

religious tolerance, religious groupism/communalism is politicized and is utilized 

for political gain and that, in turn, jeopardizes the prospect of social justice and 

also equilibrium of the state. 

Sometimes, in this regard, the issuesconcerning tradition as well as cuItural 

heritage are raised. It is pointed out that Indian civilization has a rich legacy. At the 

event of collapse of different ancient civilizations, the Indian civilization some-
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how or other has persisted amidst all sorts of obstacles and remonstrance. The 

spiritua Iand moral ed ifice has sustained the process of civi Iization down the ages. 

History has witnessed number of foreign invasions and there has been noticeable 

coil ision as well as fusion of diverse cultures. But, nevertheless, there has been in 

someway or other a soft but solid tune of continuity representing the Indian iden

tity. In this sense, the people at large have imbibed here a long established heritage 

of religious mode of life. On the plea of welcoming the new conceptual tool of 

secu larism, it is not wise, perhaps, to rei inquish the time-honoured trad itiona I Iink

age. The sense of modernity has to be mingled with tradition on harmonious footings. 

This Sort of appeal appears to be Initially impressive at least from the 

national perspective. The sense of being an Indian seems to have been boosted up 

at the background. True, there is long-standing traditional set-up in India with an 

exceptional cultural continuity. The ceremonial rites and rituals are being performed 

today on the bank of river Ganga at Banaras, which is as old as the time of epics. 

The galaxy of living temples, mosques, churches and other shrines, scattered 

throughout the country testify the profundity of religio-spiritual psyche among the 

Indian mass; and to bypass the importance of those in socio-political level is not, it 

is thought, feasible. All that can be fruitfully carried on at the socio-political sector 

is to retain the spiritual character of the Indian psyche and introduction of novelty 

oust be in and through that mental make-up. 

But, in that case, what is the need of blending religionism with secularism 

that is looted in an altogether on a different (almost diametrically opposite) 

connotation? Let there be, if one insists, the exploration for other political device 

that can accommodate the religio-spiritual element. To preserve and to boost up 

the So-called trad itional Indian heritage, let a new conceptual formulat ion at the 

socio-pol itical sector be explored. There is neither 1110ral nor legal justification of 

using a concept without its set and established meaning and introducing a sense 

that does not logically found to be suitabIe to that concept at a II. But this on ly 

brings confusions and impractical consequences. 

Further, is it the case that in the Indian tradition, down the ages, there is no 
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change, no modification of a considerable strength and mag~~~~it purely 

static and immobile? Is it not the fact that cross-cultural blending has notably 

contributed for enrichment of culture itself and also for a peaceful co-existence of 

a strong amicable foundation? So far as the age-old Hindu dharmic tradition is 

concerned, it has plausiblyhousedwithin itselftheism, non-theismand even atheism. 

The Bauddha and the Jaina trends have been acknowledged as alternative dharmic 

trend despite their clear non-theistic stand. The Hindus, the Muslims, the Christians 

and others live together without any clash and conflict not because of their respective 

religiousdogmatic rigidity but becauseof the socio-politicalexigencies. That means, 

the demand of religious authority is found to have been softly liquidated and a 

socially prattle device has been fruitfully adopted by the general intelligentsia, 

sidetracking the rigid theological approach and accommodating a move of secular 

modernism. This appears to be the growing tendency, specially among the younger 

generations, barring a few exceptions. Not only that. If one carefully reflects over 

the past, one can notice that throughout the Indian socio-cultural history, amidst 

conflicts and doubts at the initial stage, there has been changes and reforms in the 

tradition because of both rational and the then social pressure. Rigidity and 

unflexibility are not found to be the identifying mark of dhama la its theoretical 

structure. So also, it is never noticed In the general Indian psyche throughout the 

ages. Social needs and requirements seem to have clearly paved the way for mean

ingful religious transformations, of course not transgressing practical reason and 

having due cognizance of spatio-ternporal situation. 

Keeping these things in view, it seems that in the Indian context, if one is to enter

tain secularism, it is reasonable to stick to its original use than to move for some

thing that is found to be nothing other than abuse. Indian tradition and cultural 

legacy Is not damaged, simply because if there is necessary change over it on 

certain aspect, out of necessity. Reshaping or restructuring tradition is not abnegat

ing and loosing one's traditional identity. 
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9(~~ <rRB<f~1-l <l1 m'i ,£1<f'\ <rRB<f'5[9Gm~Fi~ I;'~, ~J<!lBr c!l<l'\ <l1M<l''f.l~ 

~mVT l(~ 81 <tM <l1 ~ ~~ f<r~?ffu '5['<fk ~ c!l<f, '5[~9ffu '5['<l1~ 

~~T.G1~ R~ C~~ i 

"lll?J'f'!l'f.l'!l W C~ ~ <n 'elfu>1~~ '5[~9ffu <l1 ~ c!l<f'\ f<r~9ffu <n 
::1mmr.ol~ fbNC~ Fi~I-l'tl~ >1~HJ~~ ~"ij ~ 'f.C;M.~"l I<JQfI-'5[~~ 

~1~~F[ c!l<!~, f1'dft9J~G'j<f;jr1'j~~1ii i \<i'~ JiI"'i1.-ji~~ 1..jJ~~H 1'4[<1<1 ~CG10 ~'dk9Ij'6 ~<1\ 

f<1~?!fu<119f fil~~ m~ ~~ ~{3m?J mfif ~Bl ~'<f}j ~ ~ mf<r'\~"d'f.Bl 

f;; J~.r;r,;l~ P1T."i<l <-Tf';141 ~ "'l~ 9f f<rr:<pj ~"'r 'f.~~ 1'5[~ "fC\5 ~ . '15 " "f[4pl' ':l1'?ll 

~5r:~{; ~I."'l<fl R~I-l ~'?J ~ ~ I ~~ ~ ~ Fi~1-l ~ <J~

'1f~\S3!~1f." 'elfu>\S31~'!l, ~~, 'elfu>\S31J4:'lj\J4, ~, '5[~, Fi~~, '51f<1iS3f\5!'<f, 

'5!9f:Q.,f.r-, '5l'ell~~, ¥r1, '5lf~, '1"'l~, '51"l1~!<:l'i, ~, '5[~, ~9f, ~, 

4ft'7T~?TV9f"'lf."f. f;J<1oI7.<l'f\sJTFJT,<T'':1. ~~-£I<i~ ~ ", ~T<f.17!' ?i"'.>i\f<T;:; ~ ~ 

(.<ifr«,-'i <1 ~~ ~'<f.:1~ I ~~ '51"i'?fl9f ~ c9f1<l'i 'f.V'l ~ 81 - f<r~9ff% 

~'l?:' ~'1RJ~ c!l~ f<l<f;$1r.~(,11 R~1'l ~~ fiWr~ ~'G ~ ('~I1f<1<1'l"f'1 <f5~ 

<11"'i~'fi!~ '5['elf\59ff% c!l<f~ ~~~ Fimi"l ~(.~ 9f1V'f <rT.G1 Fiml-l'tlfc1 J'[,\~ 

a ""s!YI'fJj~'f.'!l ~J41";Jl"lJ~~f.1~Nf<l~~'G~r.~11f<11'l"f'1~mf<r,"1f5~ 

f~;'lj~~R ?TIl<!9f~ i" ~ c!l~ '5['<1' c!l~ ~ 81- c!l~ R~1'l ~ ~ I ~~~ ~ 
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C~~~9f i!l~ ~'O<ml f.'l~~~~~~~~ \~i!l~ f.'l~1"i 

~\5P1~~ I 

~g~~'ijJ (,7j - ~1F<f'Ml~~~l\5'11C?1?1~ "'df0iS3~?1"~R~ 

~~~ i!l<!~ \!il~~ ~ m ~ I'~ ~ ~ Ul~ R~ WI 
f<l~~ '8 \5l~~ is'O~?z ~ \5V'I ':fl'Olf<l<:f''OIC<1?z <!l?z ~ ~~9Rl ~~ c<1 

f.'l~~ ~~ ~~~ <!l~~ \!il-&5~ <!l~9f ~C'1Ilm<fl <fC'fI ~?8f 

~f<1s ? ~ '\!il~~ <!l~~ ~~~ f.'l~' i!l~9f f.t~ 't~~ 

~ ~~~~ f*;n \!il~~ >'11~lilJ\:lg f.t~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ f<1s;n, ~~~ <rr;~~ '5lM I 

"'df0'S31Mr.?1Il:l" ~f.'l~~~lO'lfG?l ~9f mrn <i1f\$<tS~t?l~miJl\5<:f'C~HI ~~ 

'5ffi~ ~ C~~ M<l'Gl "'1Jl~~C£I</Il?l ~ C~ i!l~~~)<fi'M <n~~IT11Wl~ "T~~ 

9ffu:~~Cijfj1~<tsGl?l ~ \5IN,"'1<l~ Ul~~ M 9f<f1Ciiifb"'1t ~~ I 

~. "~N;'5SIMC?lI~"~ Fl!1("(1i1fh ~9f ~~ i!l<r-. ~111J~lC~~ ~ ~ 

<ltM<tS~IC'!Bt ~ 'iiii<1liG1~ ~tC'1lb"'lt 

"~~'S31~C$11l:f" ~ f.'l~lO'lfGr.<fl ~~~ f.'l~~~!"'1~C9f '6lf<6~\:l ~ 

~ I m'l ~~ ~ ~ fr!~'!"i$ <l1t\1 <l1 ~f\b<1m1"1 r;,'!1'~@3r<,I~91 p-~~ <!'l 

~}jiS3rr."'1?l ~9f<fl ~ ~ I <!l~ "'df0iS31MC?l1l:f" ~ f.'l~~ ~ 'f<l-~9ffu <n 

~~@3tCOl?l m"ID\j f<1s ~~~\5~~ f.t~~ ~9f~~ I 

~~C~"'d~@31Mr3Hl:l"~R~~~'1'6<Wt~~~ 

-r-r-- "'df0iS31C~tf<1'f@fl:lg 'dN>1831MC?l1l:lg" 118 111017 II \5I'<fr~ ~ '8 ~?l" full:l 

"'dNJ1831MI.?l1l:l" ~ f.'l~ I \5IO'lJ'6M <rG1l ~ (.<l - • ~~~~ 

~ ~l:l ~ '5l'.l.[<fl ~ <l1T.<:f'T"r ~ ~ ~<l ~l:l ~ ~~9j(10 ~.", 

"'df0@31~r.?ltl:l" ~ f.'l~W1 ~ 1'8 

~)<fi'M <n~~ "'d1\bG'31RC?l1<r" ~f.'l~W1"?! <!l~~'l 'd'WI ~~ 

~ ~~ ~~~ I f5R <!{Pfo1 - l:f"?!1~, C<:f'Fl ~r'd~ ~1\biS31<l1</IJ<la<jCa<j'1 

"~'1<1Jf\bRl'&~ ~," I '6l'<fr~~ ~ ~ ~~rN ~'1 C~ ~ \5I"'<fr~ ~'l '8 ~~ ~ 

9f'1t~I9fC?l.!t ~~~ - "~~~~?l)jjt"l~ I" \51"~~ ~~9f'~'1 

C~ ~ 9fVf1T.~ ~~ ~ ;rj I <!l~ • 'd1\biS31"l1<:f'! <!l<r~ ~<W:m ~ ~ 

~m ~ "~~l:f" ~ f.l~ ~ I,qm'1, i!l~ W!~ ~'1 <tJRJRl'& ~ 

\5I'<fr~ ~~~ C~ ~~, ~ ~9fWf~~ C~ ~ 9fijfC~ ~~ ~ Ul~~ <fG1T <rrn 
;rj I~, <rfif~~'l C~~ 9fijfC~~~ ~ i!l~~ <rii11<rrn, ~~ ~~ 

\51"~~ ~.~ (.~ ~ i!l~~ <fC'fI <:rrn on I ~~ i!l<!\~'1C</I~~ ~ I 'i'5Ql\, 
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1MJ ~'i<'1J1ibR!'0lfl<1~ ~.'i c~~mr1\5friffi, l£lm ~~\5T*~ 1i~ 
'1'&<'l9f"'!l 'TIT I ~'3"'!l1~, ~~IG1 ~"'!l ~~J"'!l JT1N "Clf5~<1"WfiJ"'!l f<rc~n<:r<r'f\5~ 

"~<:r" ~ R~ ~ I'" 

m~'<f1f9f'3 QJ:'5 ~ 81-~~1~~ '8 "Clf\b"1Ml~~~~ 

c£1<'l~ ~ mmr.~ ~~~"f~~~ ? ~ <rG1I m, c£1~ ~ 9ff0 

81 ~ '8 "Clf\b"1~ ~ JT1<:rJ <'l1 ~~ '¢l~Jffl:R ~ ~l:9f ~<'l (/\ JT'09f~~ 

~I c£1~ ~"IiG31t"'l~~~~9f~~~~<.£l<'l~~ffiJTf'>j<p@~ I 

<.£l~C\£1 ""Clf\biG31MC~1<:r"~ 81f.1~"R \!IT':i/9f'*~J9f"'l fum -M-~~<.fl<'l~ c£1~~ 

':i/~19f"'l fum -M-~~R~9f'6lr;&~ ~ m I 

~~""Clf\be31M(,~1~"~ R~?Z~Hre~ ~9f~~0

81~~ -.mn ~~~'¢l~~~~~ ~\5I(,<fi ""Clf\biS31M(.~(l:f" 

~R~f.B!17.9f'¢lr;&~ ~~ I" <.fl~ "~l:f"~R~WBf~"f~ 

<r@~C~JI~"1'l~~- '~"f"1Jf\bR1'&~E""1J~ C\~vf;n~'tt~''¢l01~~~ E""1J ~"f"1Jf\bf~'0 

~~~~ ~ ;rf- <.fl<r>fU ""Clf\b'S31Mr.~1<:r" ~ R~'I7.<1"'!l ~ I <.£l~ 

~~ r.mn ~~ I'¢l~9fr*, ~mRT ~ ~<f'1~~ "Clv.:J1"i1~' 

'¢l'<i<r~ Jj"1M>~~ '1~ ~\5tl.\5~mID'ii~, <.£lfG'8 ""Cll\b'831Mr.?l1~" ~R~ 

~ I <.£lNQl ~~ "Cll\biG31MQ31\li ~ I ~ ~\5f<lJ"1'llC~l'0 ~"f'8 "(.?Z~M(,~I<:r" I 

'¢l01~ E<'lJ~"f '6ll\bKl'B' ~~~'1 C~ '6lGKl'& c<W1 9f'f17.~ ~~ ~ rrl- <.£l~ 

~"'!l r.mn "Cl!\biG31R?fi'lli ~ I 

<.fl~~ ':ll~lP1"1'l~IC"1~ ~ ~'<f1f9f'3 .~ 81 ~ 1I'G ~~ ~~ 

<.fl<'l~ ~ ~~ I ~ "11M<ll<j\r~ c<R "~~" ~ R~1Ii'T"'!l "Cl~ 

~~~~~~~<.£l<'l~~~'1WC'3~"'!l~~~ 

~ <.fl~ <'lIG1~? 

m '8~ ~ <.fl~9f <.fl"1'l"L~ rITml:f ~ ~<'l~ ?'¢l~~ <.£l~9f f<!> ~<r~ 0 ~ ~~ 

~~~~~'¢l~ (/\~~~~~~ R ? '¢lQf<l1 c<W1 ~lP1 

~"'!l~~~~mCJT~~"ml1~~~R ?<.fl<'l~~ 

~~"'!l rITm~ ;rf ~~ ~~ rrcm<:r \!l1 R91r ~~ <'l1 f<l>? 

<.£l~ ~~?l~~~ <rG1I m 81 ~ <.fl<'l~ ~~?K.l:fJ c<rfG \5!f~ 

~~~ '¢l~~ ~ - c£1~9f~ ~~~~~ I '¢l~~ 

~~~'¢fC~~~~~~~~<.£l"1'l~<wr1~ 

c£1<'l~ ~ ~ ~ '¢fC9Nl ~~~ "ml1 ~ ~ ~ <!l<P~ <rG1I 

~ I m~<.£l<'l~ ~~"lT.<:rJ~~ Q1ffj R91r <j}~ ~{JfG ~ ?- <.£l~ -crePT 
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~C~<rrnl 

<llM<l'<fl\C~~ ~ - ~ ~<1b"lM~~ ~ \§/~~ "d~~I<llc<l"J~ ~~ ~ 

~.~~ ~'S ""d~~lMC~ltf" ~ ~~f.l ~ I \.!l"?l19f ""d~~lMC~ftf" 

<.!I~~'1 ~<l'@~~1\!l<tl?l ~ - "~'11 ~" I\§/~~ c<fiR <Wft "~'11 ~" 

<.!I"?l19f "dRi~r<1t<flJ ~'" ~ <.!I~ "d~~I<lIC<flJ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ I ~'1, 

'$['11 ~~~ <l"fI <rrn on \~, ~ ~ ~ ~ <l"fI <rrnon <.!I<f~ <.!I~ 

"d~~1<11C<flJ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~m11 \5~~ • ""d~~lMC~ltf" ~ 

frI~~I\lT 

<f1M<l'<flf~ ~'S ~ QT - ""d~~lMC~ltf"~ "dRi~l<1lC<flJ~ ~~ 

~tf, ~ ~~~tf <.!I<f~ ~ 'S ~ "d'm~~'S ~~ I\~ 

<Wft WT <.!I"R "d~~I<1f<flJ <fl C~,¥<1Ic<l"J~ ~'" ~ <mf ~~ "d"m~ 

~ m,~ ~ "d~~1<11<flJ <fl ~~ $m'Bf "1fIm ~ ~ <.!I<fl~ <l"fI <rrn I <.!I~ 

"d'm~~ <.!I<fl"d"<flm ""d~~lMC?l1tf" I <11M<l'<tlBI \5lBl'S ~ QT- ~ <rf<fl, ~ ~g 

~ .Qffit~<tl'=ll~' <.!I~ "IJI~<1I<flJ mm"! ~ I ~~~Jfl~\§/~~ \5lf.i\5J'=ll\5\<1 

<11 f.i\5JC{l~ ~~'1 C~~ <fl~ ~ffit~<fl'=l?l19f ~~ <.!IW ~ <l'@, 

• <flf~~~~~ <fl '5lt"l<fltR!l<fl ~~ '5l19ffu'\S~9f<j ~ I 

~~.•~ ~'e)~~~ 9IT9f QT c~ )Jl~t"'lJC<fl ~'1 ~ \5l 

98f~, "dRi<1~ ~ m <:rn I ~ ~ ~~ *.~ on <fl@ ~~ 

~.<flf~~~\5lt"'l<flIR!l<fl'=l<fl~~~~onl~~, 

~<.!I9IT9f.~~'e)~~9l?l~\5i>1~*~~\5~~~~ 

~'1 ~ ~ ""d~~IMt~ltf" ~ ~~ ~ I~o 

~, ~ <.!I<f~ "d~<1~ ~ ~~ ~~\5~ ~ <fl ~~ WT <.!I"R 

c<fiR <fi8i<lJ '\S~1f9f\5 ~ <fl <.!I"R ~~ ~'1 ~ <rI ~ <.!I<f~ ~ <.!I~ 

~~,<rI~~~~<:rn\§/~~'ifflmtft~~~~@/~9J,'f',~ 

<w<fJfG \5lt"'l<flIR!l<fl ~ ~ ~ <.!I<f~ ~~ ~ I ~<fl<llI@~ "ft\5 <.!IW'S 

""d~~IM('<J1I~" <.!I~ ~ I~\ 9l<J1<1&'<t>ltG1 ~<.!Im'\Sfi&M~ltf 9IT9f~~ ~ I 

~~~~QT - <l"IM<l'<fl81 ""d~~IMt~ltf"~~~ ~ '~' 

<fl~ \5lt'*~<tl \§/C~ ~'1~ I ~, '~' <fl~ ~'\S~'1 \§/C~~ 

~ I~~~ QTc<fiR 'iffl\5l~xr~~ ""d~~1MC~ftf"~~~f.l~ 

<.!l"?l19f ~ <1jM<l'<fllt~~ ."d\5 I 
""d~~lMt~l'tf" ~ ~~~ ':f?l19f ~~ \§/1CG11b"l8l ~ <l"fI 

<rrn QT~ ~~~ ':f?l19f m-rn <t1M<l'<flI~'\Stl1ill\!l<flC~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
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~~g, ~1~J<jlrn 1f~~. "~~iMlr:k~l'~" ~ C<jl'1G1~~ .~ ~~ ~~ mm~ 

¢l~ ~~ ~~ ~ f<mrt~ ~ I ~ <flM<fl<flj~ ~OOl~<fl~ ~~ fuf<l(f 

~N>\'831f<1C~I(f1J0)~'{3 ~~~~m, ~~~~f<r@f(f,~~~ 

~ f<r@f(f, ~ -n ~ ~~ mm ~ ~'{3m, 9j$1"l~P1~ ~~j~l.<fl ~Cj <'flT.?! 

• "<flfQG5 ~ <uf\b5rn (Hf<f ~ <Rl1, ~9f'lf> ~ <ft ~ f<r@f~ 1'&1JC.<fl 

\5~~ <Rl1 ~'{3 "~N>\'83If<1(.$1I(f" ~ F!~ ~~ <fl1.$1C~ I 

~g, ~l~J<flI$1 ~ mm ~ ~ ~'{3m ~<r~ ~~ mm ~ ~ ~'{3m ~~ 

~(f "~N>\'83If<1I.$1r(f"-~~ ~ ~'{3 '1~9f ~ C<flf.l ~Cj ~~ I 

~ 1IM<fl<flj~ ~~ ~(f "~N>\'83If<1C$1f(f"-~~ ~Cj~~ <flC~C~ I 

'r~~~g, "~N>\'83jf<1C~l(f" ~ F!~ ~ ~l~J<flHl <ft~~ '~' ~<r~ '~' 

<fl~ '6l1'4'M<fl ~~ -n ~'<lJ ~~ ~Cj ~ I ~ <11M<fl<flrn '~' ~<r~ '~' ~~ 

~~~Cj~9f~~1 

~~g, 11M<fl<flrn ~O{iJI~<flI.~$1 ~tp1IC~ '6l19fM ~'<J1~ ~'{3 ~~ (Hf<f ~ I <flBlCj 

~ "'II.'&-~ ~ ~'Cr-'!~~ "IT ~ ~ c~~c~ 1lN,tlhHN ~ ~~~ 

~ <iN ~N>~~l~1iC9f ~~ C<flf.l ~ ~Cj <!'@"l <rf ~ ~ '4"1~P1~ rrn, 
9j$1"'1~P1~;\5C<1\5~~~ ~ ~Cj~ ~'i3'~1.G1 ~ ~N>1~~ "~N>\'83jf<1C$1I(f:' ~ 

F!~~I<jroC<fl (.<fl1Ci~l\!l ~~9f01 f<1<rrn f<1~~ F!~9f '51f\bG:~ <Rl1 m, 
~~\9C~Jl~<flI.$1~~\5l"Pi1C~ f<1Drn ~'6l19fM~'<J1~ ~~~ C'f<l1 ~'{31lTIl 

~W ('<fl1Ci"1l\!l ~~9f01 f<l<rv.:r f<1~~ F!~~9f rrn, ~~ f<1<rrn 

f<1~~ F!~l<j1iC9f'{3 '51f\bG:~ <Rl1 m I 

~~ \5l1r.CiI5;Jj$1 9fRR~ <1G11 m 8l "~N>\'83If<1I.$1f(f" ~ F!~~~l"lro$1 

~9f f<l<rv.:r 1IM<fl<flrn \9CftiJl~<flC~~ <1J1"<!J1 ~~ c<r ~~c~ ~<r~~ 

<ft~~<rJf"<lJT~9f'lf-( f<1~jM~ ~rrn, ~~~ ~<1~ \5lN,"l11.'::j$1 ~ ~ 1\5f~~ 

~~~ "~N>\'83If<1C$1I(f" ~ F!~~ ~ <rIM<fl<flII.$1~ ~~ 1'i3'1Jror.<f'~ 

~~ <flC~~"lI~F!~~~j"lro$1~9ff<1<rrn<11M<fl<fll~ \91.~Jl~<flC~$1~~~ ~ 

9jMCiRt>~ ~~~"l10Hllrn<fl'>tC~ "~N>\'831f<1C$1I(f" ~F!~~9f jj~~ 

~~(f]1 

<:l1~~lru<fl~ 'onm~' ~ ~~ "~rf<mrr(f" ~ 

f.1~~ ~9f f<1<rrn 1jM<fl<flI~ \9CftiJl~<flC~$1 ~ ~~ onm ~ ~<r ~~ ~ 

~ I ~'{3 \9C~Jl~<flI.$1$1 ~ ~N>\'8311l<flJ ~<r~ ~~ ~(f] f<r@f(f, ~ '{3 ~ 

f<1Bl1(f, ~'{3 ~l~~M(f~~ ~f<1@r~ "~rf<Jvn(f" ~F!~ 

~~9f ~Cj~ I \5lQ]1~, ~ ~'{3 rrnNt ~N>\'831f<1C~I(f ~~f<151~~CCi~ -n 
~N><1lqj~1 ~ 8l C<flf.l ~~ f<r@f~~~~ I" 
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i0V!~~;~J>'!~ii ~~;i·t I'~ ~i~~ §~l~ ~i~~ii~L! 
:to -. or ~ fI4Y' ~§~.~ ~~ ~~~ rV:~-~ ~ 1OJ~1Vr--
• ( §; ", Il>. - ": 'i J! ~ w~ ,If.", .. to' "" @ ,<;, .I¥i I!l." <i! -;: <;r fi' rr0 

~ 'E; ~ f~ ~~-~ . ~ i'~ 

f i!~;~ !~~i~ B~i ~~e~l jl~!i i~~~t~ ~ ~ 
. ~ fiw~~ ~1 !~!~~ fli'!}'l~ ¢<fi'i~.i ~ ~. 

~iJli~ t,~ifi~ i~! {i~·3B li~~~ ~iffi~!! i ~ ~ t;- .i ~ 'n ,Iv.. ~ ~ ~ =-, k2 z IT Jl R' '-' E ~~ ~_, 
~ 

iN' ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ e, ! i' Iv" §;J ~ ~ IV 112 -i f¥ "iV. ~ .r : i'- ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ e, ~ ~ 
~ ti'J!i7 E;JP-> t;J 19 t:£ '. 6t9 '[9 ~ ~ • r~ I IOJ 9 . ~. M> ~ 
,O;-:~ __ 1t7: _~ [fi.: ~~ tAlOJ1V E ~"'-~ '- ~~ 1;1" .::0/ 

_ IT, r&: ~ ~I 

, ,IV '-" v M> § I¥ Ito Y;:; 'I;T I::: IW ~ ~ <:) ~ =~ 

- ~~~w ~w ~~a> ~. E;~ fi' ~ wJi~: :§
a:tn~~~ I}~l~~ Jj Ilii ¢<~j~ ~~ii~ 
§. 
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~fuR1~,1~N~~,~,~~$I~~'~'\!l<r\'~'\!l'~ 
@9fG'f'lf-Cf ~9f ~Cf~ I~~~ "~R>\S3I~c~I<r" ~'«SCij(Jl~41C~~ ~"!CfI8 

~~ c!l<f, ~~ f<mn~ ~ I ~, ~1~1 ~ ~,"l~~ ~ <n 
~~fuT@ ~~~~~~ <n ~~~~~81 

C<fS1<1 ~~ f<rr.m~ "~R>\S31r<k~1<r" ~9f ~~~ I 

"~R>\S31MC~!<r"~~~~~9f~~~9f<l~fb"lBI~ 

c!lW ~9f ~R><rM~ ~ 81 ~ oumr~~"TC~ C~18~\5U'I1Jl~<flC~ 

~ <!5\5~ ~ c!l<f, ~ I c!l~~ c!l<f, '5lfs0l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

c.mrrn<r'i'flCf~ ~~ I c!l~ ~ c!l<f, ~~~~!~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9f·~Fl-.5f<fl1CG1 

~<!l'i'flCf~ ~ I C<!l<rG4m "~R>\S31f<Jc~!<r" ~ ~mWT~ ~ "l1T, ~ 

R~~ ~9f <m~ c!l<f, '[<f<!l~14161 \511?i~1C"l~ 0t-~~~~"TC~ C~18 

~@C'l1Jl~<tlC~~~~~\5l1~(.:mm'i'fl~~~~<i~~ 

'<fG;n I ~ "~R>\S3jf<Jr.~f<r" omr<r ~~ ~9f f<1<mJ <reI"! ~~<fl ~~ 

c!l<f~ -.TIm ~~ @CijfJj~<tlC~~ \51OI.~9f ~ 81 2f<tlM 9jR1G1Rt>~ ~ \5i c!l~ ~1C'fl'~ 

~ I ~~" c!1~ ~1 ~ ~ c!l<!l~ ffitffil ~ <ml C<T "~j\!)\S31f.km~"1S.
~ R~~ ~9j f<1<rrn 9j~<1-.5f1'~ ~'i'fl~ ~ 81 ~ c!1<f, ~~ 

~1<1 ~~J1 ~ ~ ~ "lmHI5FflJ;c"l1Jl~<!lr.~~ ~~~~ I 
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<IS) ~~~~, \51.~, '¢l1.~, "L~-~ ~~~'98l~~, fl.flWf.l, ~-~C\l~'1, '1~


<l'C\lb-1
 

~) ~'1~~- ~~~~, \51.~, '¢l1.~, "L~-~ ~~~'98l~~, -.um-txf'o1,
 

~- ~C\lb-~, '1g-~~'11 

'1 I "<IS~ "'flg f'i1~lbl4'(Jltf.f'~~ ? f<l<1P*\bl~~~.t I" \;GltfJl~;qs'!l "'UBl<11M<1>-

~,\5I.~, '¢l1.~, "Lg-~, C~~, ~-~C\l~'1, '1~-~o I 

b- I ''frf~ ~ 9j'!lli$Hl<1't~J9fm~l:f<f>'!l"'11frl : I" 

<IS)~~~~,\5I.<l','¢l1.~,"L~-~~~i:5'98l~~,~,~-~"'b-({,'1~
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AS A SOCIAL REFORMER 

BHUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS 

Vivekananda's approach to social reforms is practical in nature. The reforms of a 

society are based on the conditions of the masses. This conditions depend on their 

acquiring food, clothing, shelter and their psychical expressions. All social 

individualsdo not knowtheir rights,self-identitiesand they have no self-confidence. 

These types of negativeaspects ofthe society will gradually come to an end through 

reformation and renaissance and as a result of these movements people ofdifferent 

societies become conscious about proper justice, dignity and human rights. Raja 

Rammohan Roy,Vidyasagar,Vivekananda,Gandhi, Rabindranath, Aurobindo and 

some other persons participated in the reformation movement before the freedom 

movement. They expected to revive social values. These values were accepted 

with respect by common people but these were gradually lost later because of a 

general decline. The cause of this decline was some negative aspects of society, 

such as, caste system, influence of powerful authority, long tyranny, prohibition, 

fear for supernatural power, lack of confidence. Vivekananda wanted to recover 

self-confidence of the common people and we know that his many articles and 
• 

speech are full of reviving our self-confidence. 

Vivekananda realized that at least some of the social evils were due to the 

orthodoxy and superstitions prevalent in the society of that time. He believed that 

this was due to a loss offaith in spiritual values. Therefore, he aimed at a spiritual 

awakening among the Indian masses and this is a basic need for social reforms etc. 

He is of the opinion that in India, social reforms are not possible without religion 

because Indian people are spiritual and religious in nature. 

Both the expressions 'spirituality' and "divinity' are used in very broad 

senses. The word 'spirituality' includes everything that transcends the sensuous 

and the intellectual. Hence to say that religion is a spiritual pursuit is just to 

emphasize that it begins in an awareness of the inadequacy of sense and reason. 

Man finds himself unable to tackle many of the, things he comes across. He does 
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not understand sortie of the' "mysteries' of the nature. It evolves an awareness of
• 

his limitation and imperfection. So he believes in some super-natural element. It is 

religion. The nature of this super-natura] element is to be known here. According 

Swami Vivekananda, it can be anything, such as, a God or the Absolute reality or 

an impersonal principle or the Destiny or the law or anything of this SOli. 

There is another important characteristic of religion, according to 

Vivekananda. Religion surely has a value and significance for an individual but 

has a social content also. There is a distinction between morality and religion. 

Morality serves social purpose and religion has a value that transcends even the 

social. To Vivekananda, religion provides a secure foundation and ,all ultimate 

sanction to morality also. Without this sanction ethics will remain blind and chaotic. 

Doing well is all right. But here a question may be raised: why should we do well '? 

There must be an ideal and this ideal must be somehow universal; otherwise there 

will not remain any ethics because the ethics of one group will conflict with that of 

the other. Religion supplies that universal ideal. Thus religion is able to justify 

ethics. Besides, a religious sense which somehow bases itself on an awareness of 

unity of everyth ing makes eth ical practice both conven ient and easy. Vivekananda 

says, "Ofall the forces that have work.~d and are stiII working to mould the destinies 

of the human race. none certain ly is more potent that, the manifestation of which 

we call religion," 

There is a novelty in the idea and method of social reforms advocated by 

Vivekananda. In connection with his address delivered in Madras on "My Plan of 

Campaign" he says that he is a greater social reformer than anyone of the previous 

reformers. they wanted to reform only Iittle bits. Vivekananda wanted root- and

branch reform. His method was different from theirs. The method of them was that 

ofdestruction but his method was that of construction. He did not believe in reform 

but he believed in growth. According to Vivekananda, there are evils in every 

society in the East and the West. Here man dies for want offood and there he dies 

because of plenty offood. He says that some men who think that certain things are 

evi I wiII 11 at make a nation move. We shall have to educate the nation and to create 
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our legislative body and then the law will be obtainable. The first cf ..~~'\ 
the power, the sanction from which the law will be effective. There are no kings 

today for sanctioning a law. Now new power belongs to the people. So he advised 

to bring it up. Hence the first duty is to educate the masses even for social reforms 

and we shall have to wait till that time comes. He advised to go down to the basis 

ofthe thing, to the very root of the matter. He called it radical reform. The solution 

of the problem is not an easy matter because it is a big and a vast problem. We 

should not be in a hurry because it is a problem of several hundred years." 

Vivekananda speaks of the methodof construction, which depends on three things: 

(1) intellect or reason, (2) feeling evolving from the heart and (3) love. Intellect or 

reason goes a few steps and there it stops. Secondly, we should have to feel from 

the heart. Inspiration comes through the heart. So he advised us to feel from the 

heart about the sufferings of the undeveloped and downtrodden people in society 

and an earnest desire to remove their sufferings is necessary. Third ly, this earnest 

desire comes from love because he says that inspiration comes through the heart. 

Love opens the most impossible gates; love is the gate to all the secrets of the 

universe. 

Vivekananda greatly emphasized the spreading of education among the 

Indian masses for social reforms and for other purposes. He says that the chief 

cause of India's ruin has been the monopolizing of the whole education and 

intelligence of the land, by dint of pride and royal authority, among a handful of 

men. If we are to rise again, we shall have to do it in the same .way, i.e. byspreading 

education among the masses. Vivekananda traveled many cities of Europe and 

observe the comforts and education of even the poor people. This observation 

brought to his mind the state of poor people oflndia and remembering this he used 

to shed tears. It is education, which made this difference. Through education comes 

faith in one's own selfand through faith in one's own self the inherent Brahman is 

waking up in them, while Brahman in us is gradually becoming dormant. So, to 

educate the masses is the basic need for social reforms. We should educate our 

people so that they may be able to solve their own problems. Until that is done, all 

these reforms will remain ideas only. It takes time to make it workable, especially 
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in India: 

According to the Upanisads, to have faith in us nature herself spoke, as it 

were, "Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached"5 and Yivekananda was 

very pleased to utter this saying for awakening of the human beings. 

Yivekananda reminds us the scriptural saying - 'The ignorant, the man 

devoid of s'raddhd , the doubting selfruns to ruins (ijnUlcu,\'ruddudll<,h ';'c<' 

sams'ayiitmd vinas'yati ). "We have lack of s'raddhd . So we are near destruction. 

The remedy now is the spread of education. Firstly, self-knowledge is necessary. 

This knowledge not only brings freedom from the bondage of worldly existence 

but also brings ordinary material prosperity. 

The combination of the Greek mind represented by the external European 

energy added to the Hindu spirituality would be an ideal society for India. It is 

absolutely necessary to learn from the Englishrnan the idea of prompt abed ience to 

leaders, the absence of jealousy, the indomitable perseverance and the undying 

faith in oneself. In India, everybody wants to become a leader and there is nobody 

to obey. Everyone should learn to obey before he can command. 

For imparting education among the masses he suggests the following: there 

are thousands of unselfish, kindhearted men in our country who had renounced 

everything. They are interested to give religious instruction without any 

remuneration. At least half of them can be trained as teachers or bearers of such 

education as we need most. For this purpose, first of all a centre in the capital of 

each Presidency will be established, from where education will be spreaded over 

slowly throughout the whole of India .Two centres have already been started in 

Madras and KoIkata . More centres wi II be started shortly. The greater part of 

education should be given orally because time is not yet suitable for schools. 

Gradually, agriculture, industry, etc. will be taught in these main centres. Workshop 

will also be established for the furtherance ofarts. 

To start centres for women also is equally necessary. These centres wi II be 

exactly like those for men. It was difficult, at the time ofYivekananda , to educate 

women in this country." 
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Yivekanandaspeaks of two things for the development of societies of India: 

(1) the preparation for the cultural development of human beings and (2) 

self-development of human values. These two things are related to each other. The 

welfare of an individual requires his freedom in getting food and clothes and his 

field of expression of his honesty and goodness of character. He pointed out this 

item in connectionwith civilization. According to Yivekananda, the everlastingness 

of our civilization is based on the welfare of the masses. Besides, he says that the 

sufferings of the downtrodden are rooted in different evils in society. These evils 

are mainly as follows: (a) Ignorance, (b) Tyranny of the authority over the weak, 

(c) poverty in general, (d) untouchability ,(e) widows in tears. 

For the cessation of these evils our first duty is to educate the people. We 

have already mentioned that to him, education is the power to comprehend the 

problems of life and this knowledge. Liberates human life because liberty is the 

first condition of growth. By education he does not mean present system, but 

something in the line of positive teaching. Mere book learning will not fulfill our 

purpose. It is that education by which character is formed, strength of mind is 

increased, the intellect is expended and by which one can stand on ones own feet. 

The caste barrier is another serious problem in India. Yivekananda has felt 

that the people in Indian society are facing different hardship like alienation etc. 

becauseof caste barrierand untouchability. These also can be removed byeducation 

and this can help the tyrannized to gain their suitable status. 

Yivekananda realized the necessity of widow marriage. Speaking of social 

reforms, he expressed himself about widow-marriage thus: .. I have yet to see a 

nation whose fate is determined by the number of husbands their widows get." But 

the social authority did not accept widow-marriage at the time of Yivekananda. 

Therefore, it is better to make the widow self-reliant. If the widows can arrange for 

their food, shelter and education,then they are free to take decisionon their marriage. 

Wehave mentioned above another importantthing regardingthe preparation 

for the cultural development of human beings. Culture implies mans capacity to 

learn and to convey knowledge to succeeding generations. Man's ability to learn is 
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based on education, which must be natural, and open i.e. it must find out the or

ganic connection with the rest of our surroundings. 

In India, culture depends on religion. Religion also is related to man's 

ways of Iife and is indirectly essential for social reforms. Vivekananda reminds us 

-"Even a little of this Dharma saves one from the great fear of birth and death 

(Svalputnapvasya dharmasya trii vate mahato bhayat ) ." Monist. Dualist. 

Qualified-monist, Shaiba , Vaishn ava, Sh akta , even the Buddhist and the Jaina 

are all at one in this respect that infinite power is latent in this individual self 

(Jivii tman} , from the ant to the perfect man there is the same Arman in all, the 

difference being only in manifestation. According to him, we shall have to go from 

door to door of everyone for call ing forth that power. 

Notes and reference 

I.	 The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, Vol- II (Mayabati Memorial 

Edition), Advaita Ashram, 5, Dehi Entally Road, Kolkata- 700014. p.57. 
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WHAT IS IT THAT INTEGRAL YOGA LEADS TO?
 

SUNIL ROY
 

Sri Aurobindo's is a yogic practice ofhis own. It is called the integral yoga because 

it takes up the essence and processesof the traditionalyogas. Like any other practice 

of yoga this yoga leads to an end. But it is very difficult to say specifically what 

this end is. This difficulty arises because several statements made by Sri Aurobindo 

regarding this aim seem to be paradoxical. As a result different views crop up in 

the mindsof his readers about it. In this papereach of these views has beenexplained 

and its partial nature has been shown. An attempt has also been made here to show 

what the real aimof integral yoga isto be. Inorder to makethe theme comprehensible 

the paper begins with a brief sketch of the philosophy of Sri Aurobindo. 

The philosophy of Sri Aurobindo is known as integral non-dualism. It is 

non-dualism because according to it only one all-pervading reality is all that there 

is, but it is beyond anything else. Sri Aurobindo coins the term "Brahman' from 

the Upanishads and uses it to mean this reality. It is integral because it accepts and 

sublimates the opposition between matter and spirit. According to him matter as 

well as spirit is to be looked upon as real. 

The world-process in Sri Aurobindo's view has two aspects - the 

descending aspect or involution and the ascending aspect or evolution. As he 

proclaims, without the-descent of the spirit into the world, no ascent of the world 

into the spirit is possible. The order of the process of involution is as follows

existence, consciousness-force, bliss, superrnind, mind, psyche, life and matter.Of 

them, the first four constitute the higher hemisphere, the last four, the lower one. 

There is a veil between the two hemispheres. This is the veil of ignorance. 

The ascending aspect or evolution follows the reverse order ofevolutionary 

process. So, Sri Aurobindo says, 

"...Spirit isa final evolutionaryemergence because it is the original 

element and factor. Evolution is an inverse action ofthe involution: 
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involution is in the evolution the last and supreme emergence." 

Evolution is a triple process of widening, heightening and integrating, 

The process of widening means providing greater scope for the operation of 

every new element, that of heightening means ascent from one grade to another 

higher grades and the last one means uplift and transformation of the lower ones, 

According to Sri Aurobindo the evolution of the world has so far reached 

four stages - matter, life, psyche, and mind. But its upward ascent is not yet 

ended. Mind is not its summit. Time has come when evolution must take a leap 

into the next higher plane, viz., the supramental plane. And man's ascent from the 

physical to the supramental plane means the evol ution not only of consciousness, 

mind and sense, but also ofa life-power liberated from mortal limitations. In other 

words, it is a physical life fit for a divine inhabitant, - and in the sense not of- , 

attachment or restriction to our present corporeal frame but an exceed ing of the 

law of the physical body, - the conquest of death, an earthly immortality"," 

Thus the concept of the supermind is the pivot around which the entire 

philosophy of Sri Aurobindo moves. This is true to his integral yoga as well. That 

is why we find him to say in his Bases of Yoga. "Our object is the supramental . 
realization and we have to do whatever is necessary for that or towards that under 

the conditions of each stage.") Accordingly, he has an important lesson to give to 

his disciples. He encourages them for necessary preparation in this direction. The 

above statement of Bases of Yogh is perfectly in consonance with an extract in Sri 

Aurobindo's Letters on Yoga. The extract is as follows. 

"The Supermind is the vast truth-consciousness of which the 

ancient seers spoke; there have been. glimpses of it till now, 

sometimes an indirect influence or pressure, but it has not been 

brought down into consciousness of the earth and fixed there. To 

so bring it down is the aim of our yoga.:" 
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The Vedic seers, Sri Aurobindo further adds, never attained to the 

supermind. Maybe, they tried to rise individually to the supermind. But they could 

not bring it down or make it a permanent part ofthe earth-consciousness. Weknow 

integral yoga is double movement of both ascent and descent. One must rise to 

higher and still higher levels of consciousness and at the same time one must bring 

down their power into mind, life and' body. The supermind is the highest of these 

levels. And many Aurobindonian scholars hold that the supramental realization is 

the object of integral yoga. 

But we cannot regard the supramental realization as the object of integral 

yoga directly. There is a difficulty in doing so. According to Sri Aurobindo no 

humanendeavouror tapasii can alone rendthe veil of ignorancethat exists between 

the two hemispheres mentioned earlier. And the light of the supermind will not 

illumine our consciousness untiI and unless the veil is rent. In a word, the rending 

of the veil is necessary for the occurrence of the supramental descent. But how is 

it to be effected? 

Sri Aurobindo replies that this is to be effected by the divine Shakti or the 

Mother. Only she has the power to rend the veil. But she also does not rend the veil 

unless there is an intense aspiration and all exclusive self-opening to the divine 

Power. This reminds us of a kind of sadhana prescribed in the integral yoga. It is 

through sadhana that human nature gets transformed. It is here that the possibility 

of another dimension of the object of integral yoga begins. This concerns the 

transformation of nature. There are many others who hold this to be the object of 

integral yoga. 
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According to Sri Aurobindo terrestrial evolution leads to a final goal. But 

this is not merely to awaken man to the supreme reality and to release him from 

ignorance and bondage. In other words, the task is not accomplished only with the 

advent of the spiritual man. There is a further intention - a radical and integral 

transformation of nature. Sri Aurobindo discloses its triple phase in The Life Divine 

thus. 

.....there must first be the psychic change, the conversion of our 

whole present nature into asoul instrumentation; on that or along 

with lha"t, there must be the spiritual change, the descent of a higher 

Lights Knowledge, Power, Force, Bliss, Purity into the whole 

Being, even into the darkness of our sub-conscience; last there 

must supevene the supramental transmutation, - there must take 

place as the crowning movement the ascent into the supermind 

and the transforming descent of the supramenta I consciousness 

into our entire being and nature."? 

This extract means that what is called the psychic transformation constitutes 

the very first step of triple transformation. Any way, the epithet 'psychic 

transformation' needs some elaboration. As Sri Aurobindo holds, in the course of 

evolution it is in man that the mental stuff is best represented: and in man lies the 

possibility ofthe next higher step ofevolution, i.e., the transition to the supramental 

level. But the man that is known to us is not the real or complete man. Man has two 

aspects - the outer and the inner. The inner aspect of man, again, has two layers 

- the upper and the lower. The upper is the Jivdtmd and the lower is the psyche 

or caitva purl/sa. The psyche or soul is an immortal element in man. In his Light: 

on Yog-a Aurobindo calls it" the Son ofGod." It employs mind, life and body as its 

instruments but itself remains unaffected by their operations. 

But it is all due to ignorance, particularly constitutional ignorance, that 

man believes that Iife, mind and body constitute the whole constitution of his being. 

He forgets that he has an inner being as well that nourishes and sustains the physical, 

the vital end the mental activities. Sri Aurobindo speaks of removing the veil of 
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this ignorance that hides this inner being and let its light illumine over outer being, 

life, mind and body. This is the firststep of triple transformation. 

But psychic transformation bringing changes in the ways and activities in 

the soul is not enough. The psychic being, according to Sri Aurobindo, must turn 

towards whatever seems to belong to a higher reality.There must be an opening to 

an Infinity-an eternal Presence, a boundless Self, an infinite Existence, an infinity 

of Consciousness, an infinity of Bliss, an All-Power. This is the second phase of 

triple transformation. 

Butcompletetransformation ofnature, Sri Aurobindothinks,can be feasible 

only by the intervention of the supramental power and its direct action upon the 

earth - consciousness. This is the final phase of transformation. It finishes the 

passage ofthe soul through ignorance and bases its consciousness, life, power and 

form of manifestation on a completely effective seJf- knowledge. 

So far we haveexplained two views concerning the object of integral yoga. 

Wehaveshownthat supramental realization by itselfcannot be the object of integral 

yoga directly. And what is called the transformation of nature is not complete 

without supramentalization, i.e.,supramentalization isa part and parcel of necessary 

transformation. Yet,whiIementioning the transformation of nature as the object of 

his yoga, Sri Aurobindo does not forget to speak of its another object. This, to 

quote him, is as follows: 

"This yoga aims at the conscious union with the Divine in the 

supermind and the transformation of the nature."? 

In other words, integral yoga has two objects - the transformation of 

nature and the union with the Divine. This statement implies two things - (I) 

transformation by itself cannot be the whole object of integral yoga and (2) We 

must consider union with the Divine as a claimant to the object of integral yoga. 

And there are still many others who hold the latter to be the object of this yoga. 

What Sri Aurobindo means by Divine union is by no means union with the 

featurelessBrahman ina supracosmicconsciousness,as it is for the ascetic schools. 

Nor is it mere spiritual realization. According to him, there are many planes above 
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mind. All of them are divine planes. On all of them the Self can be realized. They 

are all spiritual planes. But while the other yogas proceed from realization of the 

Self to nirvana and abandon life, the sadhaka of integral yoga does not stop there. 

For him realization ofthe Self in the supramental level isjust one aspect of 

the Divine. But it is a beginning, not an end of the highest realization. He does not 

merely pass into the superconscient. He also brings down the superconscient into 

the waking consciousness. That results in the transformation of the lower nature 

and its elevation to the higher. So, Sri Aurobindo expressly states in The Synthesis 

of Yoga, 

"If indeed our aim be only an escape from the world to God, 

synthesis is unnecessary and waste of time; for then our sole 

practical aim must be to find out one path out of the thousand that 

lead to God, one shortest possible of shortcuts, and not to linger 

exploring different paths that end in the same goal. But if our aim 

be a transformation of our integral being into the terms of God 

existence, it is then that a synthesis become necessary.:" 

That is all about several statements of Sri Aurobindo with regard to the 

aim of integral yoga. There is an apparent disagreement between them. This, we 

have mentioned earlier, paves the way of holding different views for his readers

that the aim' of integral yoga is the supramental descent, that it is the transformation 

of nature and that it is the union with the Divine. Butactually there is no disagreement 

between the statements of Sri Aurobindo and as such different views should not be 

held regarding the aim ofthis yoga. This is because (1) those aims may be regarded 

as aims at different stages of integral yoga and (2) further, all those aims together 

signify another remote aim. The first point may be explained as follows. 

Integral yoga maintains a process. It has a beginning, an end and a 

midway too. It begins with an intense aspiration and an exclusive self-opening to 

the divine Power. The aim of integral yoga at the beginning stage is the 

transformation of nature. But transformation at this stage is nothing more than 

psychicisation and spiritualization. The second stage, we may say, comprises the 
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call from below with a will to recognize the Light when it comes. The sanction 

of the Supreme is needed thereby. The power of the divine Mother mediates 

between the call from below and the sanction of the Supreme from above. This 

mediation ultimately results in supramentalization. This, we know. completes 

triple transformation. And what is called the union with the Divine is a thing that 

occurs at the final stage of the process. But this union is a mere escape from the 

world to God. Sri Aurobindo speaks of another aspect of this union. This is the • 
aspect of divine descent. It means that the siidhaka of integral yoga must escend 

into the world with God. This is what is called in Sufism the "journey from God 

with God." 

Thus the last but not the least thing that must be added to the so-called 

aims is the divine descent. This, to my mind, completes the total target of integral 

yoga. It is the divine life upon earth which is the other name of this target, the 

remote aim of this yoga. And this very idea is reflected in a letter of Sri Aurobindo 

published in 19]2, 

"The yoga we practice is not for ourselves alone, but for the Divine: its 

aim is to work out the will of the Divine in the world, to effect a spiritual 

transformation and to bring down a divine nature and divine life into the mental, 

vital and physical nature and life of humanity. Its object is not personal Mukti. 

although Mukti is a necessary condition of the yoga, but the liberation and 

transformation of the human being. It is not personal Ananda. but the bringing 

down ofthe divine Ananda>- Christ's kingdom of heaven, our Sdtyayuga - upon 

the earth."? 
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